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PREFACE

This monograph is designed to provide a comprehensive de-

scription of the general design and of the instruments used in the

Wisconsin Teacher Education Research Project. It provides an

immediate reference for our staff as they analyze data and pre-

pare research reports. It is hoped that this monograph will be

of value to ether researchers interested in detailed descrip-

tions of instruments which have been developed as a part of this

project. It will not always be feasible in journal articles to

discuss fully the development of instruments and thus it is an-

ticipated that frequent reference to this monograph will be made.

The staff of the Teacher Education Research Project rec-

ognizes the preliminary nature of this five-year investigation.

Twc aspects of our work remain to be explored. First, there

is the exploration of many questions which arise from the

tentative findings of this research. Second, there is the

utilization of instruments and techniques developed thus far

in the implementation of tentative findings for both in-service

education and the University of 9isconsin pre-service teacher

education programs. Efforts are currently under way to de-

velop the resources and the state-wide cooperation among various

agencies needed.to facilitate the follow-up activities.

The detail in which instruments are described in this

xi
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report depends upon the extent to which the instrument or its

use is unique to this particular project. If the instrument has

been adequately described in the literature, our report is limited

to describing the manner in whidh it has been used with our

population. In those instances in which we have revised or

adapted an instrument originally developed by others we refer

the reader to the report of the original research and describe
: ;

the manner in which the instrument was revised. The instru-

ments which were developed specifically for use in this research

are described in detail, indicating (1) the rationale for the
!

development and use of the instrument, (2) the manner in which

the instrument was used with our population, and (3) the spe-
.. .. . .

cific nature of the instrument.*

It is appropriate at this time to identify some of the

individuals. who have contributed to the success of this project.

Of primary importance are the three members of the Executive

Committee. Dr. John Rothney, Dr. Carl Rogers, and the late

Dr. Virgil Herrick submitted the original proposal to the
. .. . . .3

National Institute of Mental Health and contributed Much of
-.. ;

their wisdom, interest, and time during the first four years.

Dr. John Withall served as Director of the project in its first
. I

three years from 1959 to 1962 prior to his becoming the University

of Wisconsin representative with the Peace Corps in the Ivory
. .f

Coast, Africa. The system of categorizing teacher coMmunic-

tion utilized in the study was suggested by Withall's Social-
.

*A11 instrufaents .originating with or 'substantially revised
by the project are reproduced in the Appendices.

xii



Emotional Climate Scale(24). Dr. John Newell of Tufts Univer-

sity and Dr W. W. Lewis of Peabody College for Teachers were

project associates during the first years of the study. Cur-

rently, the Coordinating Committee for the project is composed

of M. Vere DeVault, director of the project; Dan Andersen and.

Frank B. May, Assistant Professors of Lducation; Patricia

Cautley, Project Associate; Dorothy Sawin, Project Associate,

the only pr,-.son who has been associated with the project from

the beginning; and Michael Bohleber, who has served as the chief

data processor. Members of the Coordinating Committee have

assumed a major responsibility for the preparation of this

monograph. We are particularly grateful to Dan Andersen for

his service as general editor. Many graduate assistants have

contributed significantly to the project at various stages of

its development. A major portion of the assistants' time has

been devoted to training sessions, categorizing communication

behavior of teachers in classrooms and on tape, and collecting

data through interviews and various testing procedures. Among

those who have contributed in this manner are Brian Heath,

Terry CoBabe, Susan Reiter, Barbara Moeley, Don Miller, Ken

Kosier, Beldin Hare, Stephen Mann and Brenda Pfaehler. Herbert

Wenger and Donroy Hafner have acted as liaison with the public

schools in which our subjects have served as students teachers

or as beginning teachers. Richard Cook assisted with the

analysis of data during the summer of 1962. Dr. John Antes,

now at Oberlin College, served as an assistant on our project

during which time his own dissertation was developed and

xiii



completed (1).

Aembers of our project team are indebted to Dr. Julian

Stanley and his students in the Laboratory of Experimental

Design for the many hours of valuable assistance they have

provided. Those who have given moat generously of their time

include Les McLean, Gene Class, Dave liley, and Bob Remstad.

Certainly our warmest thanks go to our subjects who have

given generously and unselfishly of their time both as under-

gradurtes and as beginning teachers. We are very much indebted

to them and also to their administrator % and co-workers who

have been most cooperative. Mr. Anthony Farina,' a Madison

principal, joined our staff during the summer of 1963 and ana-

lyzed some of the interview data particularly relevant to the

pre-service training program in the public schools.

Frank flay and Stephen Mann were of particular assistance

in the final stage of manuscript editing and in achieving con-

tinuity throughout the monograph.

Finally, our thanks go to Hiss Nadine Walston, for her

tireless effort in managing the "little details" so necessary in

this type of venture; Ars. Diane Davis for her excellent work in

typing the final manuscript; and tovour secretary and administra-

tive assistant, hiss Elizabeth Klein, for the quiet, cheerful

and efficient manner in which she facilitates every endeavor.

I r

n. Vere DeVault
Director

xiv



CHAPTER I

DESIGN OF THE STUDY

Background of the Study

The Wisconsin Teacher Education Research Project is one

of four projects, supported since 1958 by the National Insti-

tute of Mental Health, that is studying the influence of teacher

education programs on the professional development of teachers.*

The project is an expression of the desire on the part of the

University of Wisconsin School of Education staff to investi-

gate and improve its teacher education program. The study

relies heavily on the fact that the University, being the major

educational institution in the state, has maintained over the

years a close working relationship with the school systems of

many urban and rural communities. Throughout the state of

Wisconsin over 60 school systems are now cooperating with the

University in programs of teacher preparation and educational

research.

College of Education in New York City, San Francisco State

College, and the University of Texas. The four studies are

independent of each other in objectives, design, and methodology.

The locus of the Wisconsin study is the elementary teacher

education program. Notwithstanding an interest in all levels

*The other three projects are located at the Bank Street
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of the teacher education program, it soon became evident to the

project staff that the logistics of working with the various

secondary education programs was too great to make their in-
. .

clusion feasible. The undergraduate elementary program allowed

greater control of the aWemig actpities which the students

experience.

.* 66.6660. 6 6

)?Istign of the Study
' .

The purpose of this ,study was to investigate the effects

?fdifferent4nstructional approaches upon college students

preparing. to be e1ementary school teachers. Although the
I .

major. concern. was.withthe mental health of the pupils they
. .

woulcku,ltimately.teach, two related questions were asked which

influenced the design of the research. These questions were:

CP..YPAt.is.the influence of different instructional approaches

in a teacher-training program upon the Attitudes, perceptions

and behavior of student teachers? and (2) What aspects of

teacher. behavior and perceptions, if any, have a measurable

ingluence upon,pusatal health in the classroom?

,prom its very inception, the research was recognized

and explicitly defined as an exploratory-descriptive task.*

*Selltiz, JAhoda, Deutsch and COok (1961) define explore-
tory studies as those whose purpose is."...to gain familiarity

with a phenomenon or 'to' achieve new insights into' it, often to
formulate. a more-precise. research problem .or...tia_damelop hypothases,

and they define,descriptiye studies es those whose purpose is

"to portray acCupately the characterittics of a particular
individual situAtrion, brIp'oup (with or without specific initial
hypotheses about the nature ,of' these characteristics); ...to

determine the frequency with which' something occurs or with' which
it is associated with something else (usually, but not always,

with a specific initial hypothesis)"
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This led to the further recognition that the original design

of the research would be limited necessarily to a skeletal one,

with more detailed design to evolve as the research progressed.

The broad design delineates the investigation of three

sets of variables and their interrelationships. The first vari-

able, different instructional approaches, is considered an

independent variable; the attitudes, perceptions and behavior

of the pupil-subjects in the classroom are considered to be

the dependent variable; and the intervening variable is con-

ceptual:zed as the behavior and source characteristics (atti-

tudes and perceptions) of the teacher-subjects, since any effects

of the instruction at the University level would have to be

transmitted through them to the pupils in their classrooms

and would presumably be affected both by their underlying atti-

tudes and their behavior.

The first, or independent, variable is an experimental

variable, which, it should be noted, further characterizes

the study as quasi-experimental: three different instructional

approaches were employed in two required courses in the elementary

teacher education program at the University of Wisconsin--

Education 73, "The Child: His Nature and Needs," and Education

75, "The Nature and Direction of Learning." The nature of

these three instructional approaches is described in Chapter

II. Suffice it to indicate here that Approach I, the "concept-

oriented" approach, focused on the development and understanding

of principles and concepts derived from the subject matter of

Education 73 and Education 75. Approach II, the "case-study-



oriented" approach, handled the subject matter of Education 3

and Education 75 from the point of view of its relationship

to and impact on the learning and development of the child as

a unique individual; this approach emphasized the use of case

studies of children. Approach III, the "learner- oriented" approach:

characterized by freedom of expression and self-selected learning,

aimed at developing better self-understanding on the part of the

students enrolled in Education 73 and Education 75. These

instructional approaches have been studied primarily in two

ways: (1) by analysis of the communication pattern of the

instructor during the class sessions, and (2) by analysis of

questionnaires from the students indicating their attitudes

toward various aspects of the courses.
.

The teacher-subjects whose behavior, perceptions and

attitudes comprise the intervening variables have been studied

as they progressed from students in the University to full-

time teachers in elementary classrooms. Their attitudes, values,

and perceptions have been recorded over this period through

interviews and questionnaires in order to obtain some under-

standing of the kinds of individuals they were when they began

their training, how they changed during this period, and

whether these changes were related to the different instructional

approaches which they experienced in Education 73 and Eduation

75.

In thinking of these subjects as potential transmitters

of any influence experienced at the University level, it was

clear that we also needeJ to study in some systematic way their
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behavior in the classrooM, boiii during their-practice teaching

and full-time teaching, since only through their interaction

with their pupils would they transmit any effects. Although

it is possible to observe and study behavior in many different

ways, the communication behavior of the teacher was selected

as representing a major part of the significant interaction

of teachers with their pupils.

In studying the dependent variable--the attitudes, per-

ceptions, and behavior of the pupil-subjects in the elementary

classroom--we have selected two aspects of the individual's..

functioning. One is the way in which the individual sees him-

self, and can be defined operationally in terms of his self-

concept and his ideal-self. The other is the way in which the

individual perceives the interpersonal classroom environment,

measured by the child's perceptions of his peers, his teacher,

and his learning experiences.

This overall design is summarized in the following diagram:

Independent Variable Intervenin& Variables De endent Variables
University Instructor reacher- Subject Pupil-S ect

A. Instructional
Approach in
Teacher

Preparation

B. Attitudes, Values, C. Attitudes, Percep-
Perception of tion, Behavior

Teacher-Subject of Pupil-Subject

B. 1 Communication
Behavior of

Teacher-Subject
in the Classroom
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Population of the Study

The research subjects for' this study consisted of those

individuals enrolled in the Education 73 - Education 75 sequence

in the Fall-Spring semesters, 1960, and Fall-Spring semesters,

1961. Those students entering the program in 1960 comprised

Wave I and those entering in 1961 comprised Wave II. The sub-

jects were randomly-assigned to one of three Education 73

sections, which had as its main concern the study of child

growth and development. They maintained the Baia grouping

for Education 75, where the emphasis was on human learning,

With the exception of two male students, one in Wave I,

approach I, and one in Wave II, approach I, the population

was female. The population totals over the three years, as shown

in Table 1, give an indication of the attrition rate of subjects

of the study.

The teacher-subject population was concentrated in and

around Madison during their undergraduate and student training

experience. Upon graduation and employment, the population

extended from coast to coast (see Table 2).

In addition to the teacher-subject population, data were

also collected on the pupils of each of our teacher-subjects.

For clarification of presentation, population of children

will be referred to as pupil-subjects.

Table 3 indicates the pupil-subject, teacher-subject

population distribution by approach and grade level. The

dual figure shows pupil-teacher ratio in each category.
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TABLE 1

DISTRIBUTION AND ATTRITION BY SEQUENCE AND
APPROACH OF TEACHER-SUBJECTS, WAVE'r

Sequence
Waft

Approach Totals

xi a

Juniorg
(1960-61)

Seniors:
(1961-62)

Teachers
(1962-63)

19 -22 /0 -61--.

16 18 17 51

14 11 10 35

DISTRIBUTION BY AREA AND APPROACH OF FULL-TIME
TEACHER-SUBJECTS, WAVE I

Area Approach

I II

Madison, Wisconsin

Wisconsin
(Outside Madison)

Minnesota

Illinois

Ohio

Colorado

California

9

2

1

2

.6

1

Totals 14 11

III

4

3

10 35
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TABLE 3

DISTRIBUTION BY APPROACH AND GRADE LEVEL OF
PUPIL-SUBJECTS AND TEACHER-SUBJECTS, WAVE I

Grade Approach Totals

I II III

1

1

2

5

3

2

11.1.

35/2*

27/2

41/2

010

15/1

37/2

32/3

51/3

15/1

32/3

101/6

27/2

93/5

5

4

5

6

5 6

121/5

40/2

24/1

.......

45/2

63/3

59/2

23/1

43/2

allip OW ONO al,

20/1

MO Oa MD OW

210/9

1u3/5

103/4

23/1

Totals 288/14 243/11 161/10 692/35

*pupil/teacher totals

Scheme for Data Collection

The data collection may be described in three phases:

(1) Junior Sequence--Education73 - Education 75, and Education

31, (2) Senior Sequence--Education 41, and (3) First year Full-

Time Teaching. Table 4 gives a chronological breakdown of the

schedule for data collection.

In Education 73 and Education 75, the regular class ses-

nions (50 minute sessions) of each of the three instructors

w:-re routinely tape recorded during the two semesters. Six times
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TABLE 4

SCHEME FOR DATA COLLECTION

Instruments Data Collection Period

Junior Sequence
(Ed. 73-75 and Ed. 31a-31b)

Pre Post
75-77. MT:
Oct June

1. Perception of self and others- -
Teacher Report: "Our Class"
Teacher Report: Cartoon Situations Test
Teacher Report: Semantic Differentials
Teacher Report: Structured Interviews

2. Communication pattern--
Taped Observation (Ed. 73-75 instructor) (every class session)
"Live" Observation (Teacher-subject in 31a-31b) x

Senior Sequence
(Ed. 41)

1. Perception of self and others- -
Teacher Report: Semantic Differential
Teacher Report: btructurea interviews

2. Communication pattern--
Taped Observation (teacher-subject)

Pre Post

Irirt7crr 7070
Feb. May

x

x

x

First Year Teaching Pre Middle Post
Sept. or JE77EF May or

Oct. Feb. June

Teacher's Battery

1. Perception of self and others--
Teacher Report: Semantic x x x

Differential
Teacher Report: Structured x x x

Interviews
Teacher Report: Sixteen Personality x x x

Factors
Teacher Report: Teacher Communication x x x

Scale (Actual-Ideal)
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ABLE 4--Continued

First Year Teaching Pie
Sept.

Oct.

Middle Post
T7a70 RiTIFF
Feb. June

I

Teacher Report: Children's
Communication r4,, e

xe
fd eTe4cher Report: unirn's

Behavior.Charactertstics-.
Teacher Report: Child7Wri.

Personality Faci7xli

2. Communication pattern
Taped Observation (teacher-subject)

Children's Battery

1. Perception of self and otheis
Child Report: Teacher Communi-

cation Scale tActual-rdeall
ChilTWFOTTWW7MMEUTliaiion

Scale
Child Report: Actual-Ideal Behavior

. Scale. .

ChiraReport: Peer Behavior
Characteristics caie

Child Report: Children's Personalit
guestionnaire Early oo

Personalit Questionnaire
Chime eport: chool Attitude Scale
Child Report:TWOMice Rating

Scale

during the year, the three instructors were observed and their

communication categorized by trained observers, using the Four-

teen Category Observation Scale (see pages 71 to 74). As part

of their sequence of courses, Elementary Education majors are

enrolled in their junior year in Education 31a (taken concur-

rently with Education 75). Education 31a-b is designed to

provide curricular instruction in Social Studies, Reading,

Arithmetic, Language Arts, and Science. In addition to the
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campus meetings, the students also spend two, one-half day

periods per week in a public elementary classroom as a teacher-

participant. Once during each semester, while working with

children in the clessroom, the teacher-subjects were ob rued

and their communication categorized by trained observers using

the Fourteen Category Observation Scale. In addition to the

observation of communication behavior, pre and post measures

were made on the teacher-subjects with respect to their per-

ceptions and attitudes toward self and others during the Junior

Sequence.

In Education 41, the course taken during the senior year

which constitutes the student teact.ing requirement of the pro-

fessional sequence, the perception of self and others was again

measured by use of the same instruments employed in the Junior

Sequence. Two recordings, one early and one late in the semester,

of the communication behavior of each teacher-subject were

made and analyzed.

In the full-time teaching experience, the data collected

about the teacher during three visits to the classroom in

October, January and May, consisted of a written questi:41naire

with items relating to his perceptions of himself and of the

pupils with whom he was working, an open-end questionnaire

which dealt with his general attitudes, and three tape recorded

observations of his communication behavior. The children's

battery consisted of measures of the children's perceptions

of themselves, their peers, and their teacher, as well as achieve-

ment measures and attitudes towards school.



CHAPTER II

THE THREE INSTRUCTIONAL APPROACHES

Rationale for the Instructionsl A

Independent Variable InFLILA5A121
University Instructor

Iea Ier-
ject

A. Instructional
Approach in

Teacher
i Preparation

roaches

Dependent Variables
Pupil-Subject

B. Attitudes, Values, C.

Perception of
Teacher-Subject

B.1 Communication
Behavior of

Teacher-Subject
in the Classroom

Attitudes, Percep-
tion, Behavior

of Pupil-Subject

The original Teacher Education Research Project proposal

evolved from questions emerging in two instructional groups in

the Education Department at the University of Wisconsin. One

group was a learner-centered seminar. In this group the in-

structor chose to place emphasis on the creation of a class-

room climate in which learners would feel free to express them-

selves. The pace was set by the class rather than by the

instructor; and the direction and the goals of the class were

keyed to the interests and felt needs of the individual in

the class. Members of the class recognized that this procedure

-13-



was at variance with the traditional instructional approach,

and felt themselves significantly affected by it. This led

the seminar finally to discuss the kind of learning they were

experiencing, and to ask what effect such learning might have

on prospective teachers.

The other group, meeting over the same period of time,

asked whether the method of teacher training made any significant

difference to the prospective teacher. The two groups came

together to explore what they felt was their common concern.

From their joint meetings the core research problem of the

original TERP proposal emerged--is it possible to identify

variables in instructional approach to teacher training that

will have a significant effect upon elementary school teaching?

The identification of the learner-centered approach as

extremely different from the traditional approach presented

both the opportunity and the incentive to explore this problem.

However, these were not the only approaches used by instructors

in the Department of Education at the UniversitY of Wisconsin

at the time.

Because the outstanding feature of the learner-centered

approach is its insistence that the social-emotional growth

of the learner is at least as important as his intellectual

growth--indeed, that the two must proceed hand-in-hand--it was

believed that the subject matter in which the instructional

approach was to be treated as an experimental variable should

deal with just this particular area, and the courses in educational
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psychology which treat huMan grOwth and development were :elected.

Accordingly, studentrieiCheri Who were to be the suidecti Of

the study were assigned at random to the educational psychology

. .
.

courses taught 1:, three instructors who were most representati44

of the three approaches.

The theoretical differences between the approaches' are

outlined belO4. The reader Should keeii'in mind that these

.

descriptions

and that the

-

are of the approaches as they are ideally used

_ . .

sketches do'nOt.neceiiarily deicribe what took

place in the eiperimental situation.
J.

Note .on.Instructional Approach No. 1*

The primary intent of the first instructional! method was

to provide the teacher-subjects with broadly applicable methods..

and concepts. The.oretical.rationale for this .approach to. human .

behavior is provided by writers, in several of.the social.scienceg:

Dewey in. education; Kelly inpsychologyi Hayakawa in general .

semantics; and Rapoport in p]4losophy of_science, to name only

a few. In varying contexts and at differing levels of abstracr

tion all of. these writers have articulated a need for a way of

dealing with everyday human problems. that approximates the

method used in scientific investigation. The method they sug- .

gestt is one of developing concepts about human behavior which

have their origins in concrete human experience. and which have

*The material describing these three approaches is adapted

from Newell, John.M., Lewis, Wilbert W., and Withall, John,
Mental Health-Teacher Education Research Project Research
Outline, Madison, 1960. (Mimeographed.)
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predictive utility for similar experiences in the future. The

content of the course therefore emphasized a procedure for

construing meaning to behavior by developing (1) concepts,

elaborating concepts into hypotheses, verifying hypotheses,

etc., regardless of the material to which the concepts have

relevance; and (2) the experiences around which the concepts

are built, taking the phenomena associated with mental health

in the classroom as raw data for concept formation. In this

way, it was hoped that the teacher-subjects would have the

opportunity to develop some understanding of an approach to

generalizing about human behavior as well as familiarity with

some of the existing popular generalizations about human behavior.

In comparison with the other two methods of instruction

used in the study, the concept-building is farthest toward

the cognitive end of the cognitive-affective continuum. It

is designed mainly to give orientation toward accuracy in

thinking and talking about human behavior, with relatively

little emphasis on the teacher-subject's idiosyncratic per-

ceptions of his relationships with particular children in his

classroom. This does not deny the possibility of making use

of personal experiences or classroom incidents as examples

of concepts being developed, but the primary focus is on the

concept-building process rather than with the persons engaged

in the process. It is the intent of the instructor to keep

emotional involvement of the teacher-subjects at a relatively

low level by orienting concepts to "people-in-general." In

comparison with the other two instructional methods, the
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concept-building approach includes extensive control, by the

instructor and little learner self-determination. Although

accomodation to teacher-subject interests are made .in reference

to some of the specific case materials discussed, responsibility

for procedures to be used, pacing of the learning process, and

evaluation of the learners are centered in the instructor.

The teacher-subjects were introduced to methodological

concepts such as the abstraction of meaning from experience,

the relationship of symbols to events, operational definitions,

validation of hypotheses, etc., through reading and discussing

popular expositions of general semantics and philosophy of

science. As they began to show some comprehension of the

methodological concepts, the teacher-subjects were introduced

to concepts and experiences relevant to a psychological study

of behavior. The content of the course was the presentation.

and discussion of the developmental stages of the child.in the

areas of intellectual, physical, social and emotional growth

with special emphasis on the way in which the child learns.

End-of-course evaluation, in addition to any experimental instru-

ments used for all three methods, consisted of an essay exami-

nation dealing with the content of the course.

Note on Instructional.Approach No. 2

In Approach No. 2, the orientation of the course is towards

building up an understanding of what makes children grow the

way they do and "what makes them tick." The instructor makes

it clear to the teacher-subjects that this understanding is
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developed primarily through an intensive study and analysis by
i.

each teecher-subject of the overall development and present

status of, a given child. Class discussion, presentation to the
... . ,... ,

class. of a sample case study as a model, collection of anecdotal

records for the case study,,observation of children in peer
...

.
.

.... . .

7 .: ., :....

group situations in and outside the classroom as well as in the
.

.

family setting if feasible are supplemented by text and film

resources and individual conferences with teachers as needed.

The in- service problems and activities of each teacher-

subject served as the context of the explorations, study and
r .

discussion regarding how children grow and develop and how

that process affects the teaching-learning process.

Besides highlighting the developmental patterns or stages

that are identifiable in human growth, the individual variations

(physical, .emotional, and intellectual) of children are brought

out., The uniqueness of each individual's developmental pattern

. .

is underlined. The influence of the primary group, of cultural

and socio-economic differences, of family structure, sibling

relationships and the peer group on each child's progress and

growth are examined. The teacher-subject is helped and encour-

aged to assess the significance of his own personal and pro-

fessional values for his teaohing effectiveness with an under-

standing of the youngsters in his.classroom.

The patterns and principles governing. human growth and

development, procedures for working up a ease study; and ways

of using this.inforiation to facilitate the pupil's learning.

and to help him more adequately in his growth' and achievement,
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are presented as the class and the instructor deem it'necessary

and desirable.

Note on Instructional Approach No. 3

The third instructional approach has been labeled the

"learner-centered" approach. It may be described briefly as

arising out of a client-centered psychotherapeutic philosophy

or orientation although its methods and procedures do not always

parallel this psychotherapeutic orientation. One way of indi-

cating the difference between this instruictional approach and

psychotherapy is to distinguish between the terms "therapeutic"

and "therapy." The third instructional approach may be properly

termed therapeutic in that its focus is on the teacher-learner

and his individual needs, ideals and feelings. This approach

is not "therapy" insofar as this term implies a focus on the

personal problems of the teacher-learners as opposed to focusing

on teacher-learners' feelings and personal reactions to indi-

vidual professional problems which arise in the classroom.

The focus of the third instructional approach is on professional

problems viewed from the vantage point of the teacher-learner.

The teaching method used to implement the third instructional

approach is group discussion although this methodology does

not differentiate this instructional approach from the other

two which also may use group discussion techniques. The term

"group discussion," as used here, refers to the procedure of

encouraging the group members to take the initiative in deter-

mining what is to be discussed by the class. That is, the locus
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of ;responsibility for, class content lies primarily with the

teacher-learners rather than with the instructor. The instructor

is primarily concerned with how each teacher-learner feels about

and perceives the topic under.:discpettift.i.2140iitthiCfrne...:..-:

of reference; ihe instructor. iervis as' a 'resource perton to

provide Additional.informatiofiEor'references foi; a':givenproblem,

as a ickiiai.Of problem=itructilring*statementr restate' or,

cfarifY the topi&Under'diSCtissionand as a.participiting',

groUp timbitr'Offeringiiis own ideai.and feelingeaboui :a topic

as ii'ieiins'ippropridie. .The.initructor'sitddertain.bread t

operating `l`imits early in the class meetings. Since* thelocus:

of:thiiCindiruCtional method is on the'problems.of the group'

members; the instructor indicates 'that the group has gotten

together to-work on.dominon.as well as individual problems which

arise in the classroom. The instructor also suggests that one .

way' of approaching these problems' is for each group member-to

discuss and shire situations that are oparticular concern

to him. The rationale for these structuring statements is to

focus attention of the professional-problem-solving aspect of

this instructional approach.

Since the focus of the third instructional approach is

on problems initiated by.the group members, the goals and ob-

jectives of this approach must be considered from the point

of view of both the instructor and the group members. The

objective of the instructor is to provide a climate within which

common ideas and problems can be discussed, shared. and examined.

The goal from the instructor's point of view is to permit
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teacher- learners to become better aware of how their own atti-

tudes and feelings contribute to and affect their c1assroom

efforts. The objectives of this approach are largely determined

by the group members. They may choose to set forth a series

of problem areas they wish to discuss and even formalize this

structure by means of an outline. The group may choose to let

the objectives and goals of the meetings remain in a state of

flux and to evolve constantly as the situation dictates.

One measure of the objectives and goals for the group members

may be provided by an assessment instrument. They could be

asked to indicate what they anticipated getting out of the course,

what they actually experienced, and how they feel about this

experience in terms of its value in their classroom work.

A second assessment might include a self-evaluation as a teacher

before and after the instructional experience. A more formalized

content-type examination might be given to evaluate their

understanding of certain substantive materials which are appro-

priate to the course.

The third instructional approach may be differentiated from

the other two in terms of several major areas. The first is

the amount or degree of personal involvement by the teacher-

learner in what is being discussed. Since the topics under

consideration arise primarily from the needs and concerns of

the teacher-learners, the group members are considered to be

potentially more personally involved with the subject matter

than would be the case for the other two approaches. The least

that can be said is that one member, the one who introduced
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the topic, is deeply and personally involved as it relates directly

to his teaching and work. in the classrocett.

The second major area deals with, the kinds of generaliza-

tions or conclusions which might result from this type of

instructional. approach. The generdlizations or conclusions

which the group may dray will be personal and individual in'

nature. It is hoped that each 'group Member will arrive at a

better understanding of how he feels about himself, his class,

and what attitudes and feelings are of importance to him as

a teacher and a person.,

Documentation

The three approaches have been described. However there

tAitains the question of whether the instructors who represented

the approaches differed from one another in the ways implied

by the descriptions given.

Three methods were employed to determine the answer to this

question: (1) the instructors were asked to discuss their

approaches before formal and informal groups, in which verbatum

notes were taken; (2) an open-ended interview was held with

each instructor and tape recorded for later analysis; and (3)

trained observers recorded samples of the instructors' lessons,

using the communication category system.

Each of the above techniques provided data which substan-

tially document the differences between the instructors in the

expected ways. A review of the instructors' comments upon their

classroom methods clearly revealed that their emphases corresponded
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to those described above. Withall(24) examin,d the observa-

tional data from the classroom sessions of the instructors

and reported finding significant differences between the instruc-

tors in connection with the communication model, differences

which were theoretically expected and in some cases hypothesized.



CHAPTER III

TEACHERS' ATTITUDES, VALUES, AND PERCEPTIONS

Rationale for Teacher Perception Instruments

Independent Variable
University Instructor

Intervening Variables De endent Variables

Teacher-Subject Pura ect

z
A. Instructional

Approach in --=>

Attitudes, Values,
Perception of

C.

----)

Attitudes, Percep-
tion, Behavior

Teacher Teacher-Subject of Pupil-Subject

Preparation

B.
1

Communication
Behavior of

Teacher-Subject
in the Classroom

This section is concerned with the selection of appro-

priate measures in assessing the attitudes, values, and per-

ceptions of the teacher-subjects. The nature and extent of

the project necessitated the definition of certain requirements

which our measures would have to fulfill and encompass. Since

one of the objectives was to determine what conditions at the

university or college level contributed eventually to the mental

health and well-being of children in the classroom, the instru-

ments chosen would first of all necessarily be related to ad-

justment or social-emotional factors. Secondly, they would

have to be compatible with the construct of communication.

-25-
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Third, as this research was intended to be exploratory in

nature, the instruments chosen would need to be as complete and

all-inclusive as possible in a. regular educational setting,

in order to assess as many aspects of a subject's universe as

possible. The fourth cOnsideratioh was ilje ibngitudina1 design

of the project which required that the measures be sensitive

to change.

If.teaChers' perbeptiont are thought:tO be cehtiiil-to

the teaching-learning settit is important to determine how the

teacher - subject perceives and feels :about his competency as

a teachei:' Intimately related Vo:thisis his deiree.orsitii-

faction with himself as a person. Equally important is-the.

way he feels about children. Are they objects to be taught,

guided and manipulated, or thindividuals with inherent

potentialities for self-direction? The :'manner in which a

teacher, perceives and feels about friends and contemporaries

also seems relevant. How hp regards significant figures such

as parents, professors, teachers and principals also seems to

have some bearing upon the kind of teacher he may become. The

manner in which a teacher envisions the classroom. teaching

experience and the way,in.which he thinks he would act in cer-
.

tain specific situations is relevant. How the teacher thinks

he communicates with the pupils in the classroom is pertinent.

How he reacts to material things such as the school itself,

the classroom, materials, books, and audio-visual aids is

important.

The selection art devising of instrumentatiAn to assess
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the teacher-subjects' perceptions in these areas had to take

several considerations into account. The longitudinal design

made it necessary to use measures which would be appropriate

for the college instructor; for the subject as a college student,

a student-teacher, and a full-time teacher; for the cooperating

teacher; and finally, for the pupils of our teacher-subjects.*

The final consideration was that the instruments should not be

superficial but capable of providing information about the

subject at various levels of self-awareness. It seemed impor-

tant to collect external or objective information about the

subject, and also perceptual, subjective data given by the

subject. It was equally important to choose several different

types of measures to assess tie same variable in order to gain

confidence in the validity of the findings.

It soon became obvious that it would be essential to choose

from among all the aspects of the subject's perceptual field

those which would yield the information most pertinent to our

research. After some consideration the following areas were

selected. The subject's perception of:

1. himself as a teacher;

2. himself as a person;

3. others in his environment (children, instructors,

superiors, etc.) and,

4. the teaching experience.

An additional reason for diversity of measures was to

*Rationale and description of the pupil-subject instru-

mentat ion will be found.in Chapter V.
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"tuns in" at whatever psychological level the subject was able

to communicate. . The externa.i., observational data, together

with the internal, private data, which would include conscious

perceptionsL attitudes, values and perhaps unrecognized needs

and mgtivations, would give us a more complete picture than

either one or the other alone.

The following scheme indicates which of Vie teacher report

measures were expected to afford data for each of the four

perceptual areas:

Student Teaching Full-Time Teaching

1. Self as a Teacher
Teacher Report: Semantic'
Differentials

Teacher Report: Cartoon
Situations Test

2. Self as a Person
Teacher Report: Semantic

Differentials
Teacher Report: Our Class
Teacher Report: Structured

Interviews

3. Others
Teacher Report: Semantic

Differentials
Teacher Report: Cartoon

Situations Test
Teacher Report: Our Class
Teacher Report: Structured

Interviews

4. The Teaching Experience
Teacher Report: Cartoon

Situations Test
Teacher Report: Our Class
Teacher Report: Structured

Interviews
11111MINIV

Teacher Report:
Differentials

Teacher Report:
Communication

Semantic

Teacher
Scale

Teacher Report: Semantic
Differentials

Teacher Report: Sixteen
Personality Factors

Teacher Report: Semantic
Differentials

Teacher Report: Children's
Communication Scale

Teacher Report: Children's
Behavior Characteristics Scale

Teacher Report: Children's
Personality Factors

Teacher Report: Structured
Interviews

Teacher Report: Structured
Interviews

Fig. 1.--Distribution of teacher-subject reports among

the four perceptual areas
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Instruments which approximated the ones administered to

the pupils were added during the in-service period in order

to investigate the construct of "shared space" between the

teacher and the pupils [Teacher Reports: Children's Communica-

tion Scale, Children's Behavicr Characteristics Scale, Children's

Personality Factors, Teacher Communication Scale (Actual-Ideal)].*

The Sixteen Personality Factors Questionnaire was included to

discover in what ways, if any, a teacher's assessed personality

was related to his communication behavior and perceptions of

self and children.

Teacher reports about the children were administered during

the full-time teaching period. These included information

about children which paralleled the data provided by the Children's

Reports. Therefore the Teacher Reports provided an additional

referent for investigating the characteristics of children

in a particular classroom. A description and analysis of each

of these' instruments will be presented in the following section.

Description and Analpis of Instruments

Teacher Report: Our Class

Description. The "Our Class" instrument was constructed

to assess the teacher-subjects' feelings and attitudes about

the educational psychology courses Education 73-75 which,

through differential instruction, served as a major variable

in this study.

*See Chapter V.

Ip
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Some Of the :passible: results, of expPfure to different

teaching approachesAsight be the development of different kinds

of attitude6 toward'selfb others, and the teaching process.

Adminiiiered'asa. pre-post measure the instrument could give

some iiidiCationr of the: changes .in -attitudes and feelings which

todk Place:in. the: teacher -1 ublects over the period of the
. .

school year:

Ihe'Originel-form of the.instrument consisted of sentence

completion ;items taken. from:a_test originated by Ruth Cunningham

(9). In order to assess its validity the test was administered

to:Children in:. foUrfladison public school classes. It appeared

to be an inadequate measure of, group .feeling about the class,
. .

.

"

I ' .4 .

betaUse It falled,to_reflegt the observed classroom atmosphere.

The'testh4es revised:several.times,and.trio out on elementary

school children Again.and.alsoon collegestudents in a pilot
. .

. .

A

study. The form. which evolved at this time asked students

to*describe their- feelings toward,y4rious aspects of their

class, and was composed of the following items:

1. The content of The tourSe:

2. The way the course is being taught.

.

3. The teacher.

4. Other persons in the class. .

5. The.teacher's.feelings:about you.

The feelings of others here about you.

7. You, as a member of the class.

The items centered ardlund three areas:.. the course itself

(items 1 and 2), the teacher (items 3 and 5), and others in
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the class (items 4 and 6). Item 7 was intended to give an indi-

cation of the student's perception of himself in the class,group.

Although it was included in the test, at a later date a deci-

sion was made not to include it in the final analysis.

The "Our Class" instrument was administered two weeks after

the beginning of classes, thereby giving the subject an appor-

tunity to form opinions and attitudes towards the class before

the test. The Post test was administered two weeks before the

classes ended.

Analysis. Since different instructors were used for

Waves I and. II it was decided to analyze the two waves as separate

samples and to combine them at a later time if this seemed to

be warranted. Uithin each wave the Our Class tests were divided

into six groups according to the teaching approach and the

time administered.

1. Approach I - pre
2. Approach I - post
3. Approach II - pre
4. Approach Ii - post
5. Approach III - pre
6. Approach III - post

Degree of satisfaction was the criterion for the evaluation

of the two waves, which were analyzed as separate but comparable

samples. In order to avoid a bias due to any one teaching

approach an overall analysis of each wave was made. Tests from

all six groups (three approaches pre and post) were combined

randomly and were assigned a value in terms of a five point

scale of degree of satisfaction, by judges who demonstrated

a high reliability in making these ratings. The papers were
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distributed along
s

the scale according to the following schomms,
the

1.
2.
3.
4.
S.

Extremely .dissatisfied
Moderately dissatisfied
No commitment .

Moderately satisfied
Extremely ,satisfied

. .
I

, 10%.
20%
40%.
20%
10%.

..

.

' : :

After.all the papers ,were assigned to wintery/91, theyswere

separated again into the six. groups comprising the totalweve. .

Frequencies, for each interval fn_ each group were found, yielding

an ovIrall satisfaction distribution for each group.:_These

overall distributions were broken down into six-item:distribu-

tions, showing the group's frequencies per cell on each of the

six Our Class items.

'This scoring method allowed for direct comparison of

all satisfaCtion distributions among the six groups,.as well

as comparisons across waves if a correction factor were-used

to compensate for unequal sample sites. Thus pre and post

groups within an approach may be compared across approaches,

and approaches may be compared across waves.' Comparisons were

to be made in terms of similarity of distribution shapes.

The test papers from the six groups' in Wave I were identi-

fied by. numbers and randomly combined so that a.judge would

have no knowledge of either the approach or pro-post designa-

tion of the tests. In scoring each separate item, papers were

read and. tentatively assigned. to one of the five cells (degree

of satigfaction).. In the second and final reading, papers

were forced into the proper sized frequency for each interval.

The 84 papers in Wave,I were, divided into five cells of the

following frequencies: 8, 17, 34, 17,.8. The papers were
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separated into the original six groups (Approach I, pre-post;

Approach II, pre-post; Approach III, pre-post) and a distribution

of frequencies per cell on the item was constructed for each

group. The papers were randomly recombined and the remaining

items were scored and distributions were made following the

same procedure. Then, within each group, frequencies on each

of the five degree of satisfaction intervals on all items were

combined, yielding an overall satisfaction distribution for

each of the six groups.

Teacher Report: Cartoon Situations Test

Description. The Cartoon Situations Test used in this

study was developed at Bank Street College of Education in

New York City(22). The Cartoon Situations Test (CST) consists

of seven cartoons depicting teachers, children and parents in

a variety of situations. An example of the cartoon situation

can be seen in Figure 2. Responses are written and involve

Description of Cartoon Item

Two little girls playing dolls.
One child is handing a doll to

the other.

Ca tion

"It's yours for keeps
until I want it."

Fig. 2.--Sample item from the Cartoon Situations Test

general reactions to each cartoon. The seven catroons which

comprise the present series were chosen to tap such qualities

as the person's relation to authority, depth of feeling for

child experience, tendency toward hostile, punitive responses,

etc. The Cartoon Situations Test was included in the test battery
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of this study to sample certain personality .characteristics

of the subjects especially as these characteristics relate to

the teaching profession. The CST was administered to all teacher-

subjects twice--once at the beginning of the Education 73-75

experience and again at the conclusion of the course.

The authors of the CST have developed a scoring manual

which permits an eight-dimension analysis of the responses to

the cartoons. These dimensions include: (1) quality of expres-

sive tone; (2) orientation to dilemma; (3) quality of emotional

identification with characters; (4) perception of authority

role; (5) quality and complexity of psychological thinking;.

(6) orientation to action; (7) modes of aggressive expression;

(8) attitudes.toward socialization process.

Inter-judge'reliability of the order of 66 percent agree-

ment is reported by the authors. Use of this instrument by

two members of this research staff yielded 52 percent perfect

agreement and a somewhat higher percentage for near perfect

agreement.

Analysis.. Two hypotheses were proposed in comparing the

CST protocols of the subjects receiving the three experimental

approaches:

1. Results of pretesting by the CST would show no signif-

icant differences among the three Approaches.

2. The results of the CST post test would show signifi-

cant differences among the .three approaches. No

hypotheses were formed as to the specific nature

of these differences.
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Teacher Re ort: Semantic Differentials

Description. A semantic differential is a psycholin-

guistic tool which can be used to measure changes in attitudes

and perceptions as well as the meaning of various concepts

and their relationships to each other. It is not a single

set instrument, but rather a scheme for collecting certain

types of information, which can be adapted to a wide range

of specific research questions.

A semantic differential, as developed by Osgood (19),

can be described as a grid consisting of an unspecified number

of scales each of which represents a pair of bi-polar adjectives.

The scale between each pair of adjectives is divided into

seven steps (Figure 3). The subject is asked to evaluate

Successful 'III] i I Unsuccessful

Fig. 3.--Sample item from the Teacher Report: Semantic

Differentials

some concept or person in terms of each pair of adjectives

by placing a mark at the appropriate place on each scale.

The middle step represents a neutral reaction, and the three

spaces going from the middle toward each adjective represent

the reactions "slightly like this," "quite like this," and

"extremely like this." A measure is thus obtained of both

the direction and the intensity of the subject's feeling for

the person or concept in nuestion with respect to each of the

paired adjective scales. This makes it possible to compare

different concepts for a single subject or for groups; different
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groups in relation to one or several concepts; or to assess.

change over a period of time for subjects, groups or concepts.

The semantic differential method was considered appro-

priate for collecting information about our teacher-subjects'

changes in attitudes for the following reasons; -it is easy

to administer and to score; it is directly related to the

communication model which comprises a principal construct

of the study; it is highly graphic and can give a picture

of a person's or a group's semantic .space or "geography" at

any given point in time.

Osgood(19) has determined by factor analysis the major

dimensions along which meaningful processes vary and the bi-

polar adjectives which are representative of each dimension...

For the purposes of this study five of these dimensions were

used:

Evaluation
successful--unsuccessful

2. obscure--lucid
3. fair--unfair
4. uncritical--skeptical
5. naive--sophisticated

Power (Potency)
6' severe -- lenient
7. serious--humorous

Activity:
8. active -- passive
9. skillful--inept
10. excitable--calm

Stability
11. rational--intuitive
12. eccentric--conventional
'13. cautious--rash

Receptivity
14. sensitive -- indifferent
15. aloof-sociable
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These particular semantic, differentials were developed

to assess changes in the teacher-subjects' perceptions of them-

selves and others in their educational environment. These

semantic differentials were administered five times during

the three years; pre and post junior year, pre and post serior

year, and once during the first year of full-time teaching.

Table 5 indicates which concepts were used as referents at

each administration.

TABLE 5

SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIALS SCHEDULE

Semantic Referents
Time of Data Collection

317-Tigr-5177WEE-7rEFIPPEFO
Pre-Post Pre-Post Teachin

Ed. 31 Instructor

Ed. 73-75 Instructor

Coope..ating Teacher As She Is X

Cooperating Teacher As I X

Would Like Her To Be

Most Favored Teacher X

Least Favored Teacher X

Person I Am X

Person I Would Like To Be X

Teacher I Think I Am X

Teacher I Would Like To Be X

Myself As The Children See Me

Teacher The Children Would
Like Me To Be

X

X X
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Nine referents were presented during the junior. year to measura

changes in the subjects' attitudes toward the Education 73-75

instructor, the instructor in. the methods course, the cooperating

teacher, liked versus disliked teacher, self And self-ideal,

and self as a teacher. During the senior.year-nine referents

again were presented. .The referent of the methods course

instructor eras: dropped And the teacher-ideal was added. The

evaluation of the methods course te?cher wai not considered

to be important at this time. Also, it was decided that it

would be more appropriate to have teacher--teacher-ideal

discrepancy to measure the subject's evaluation of himself

as a tear than to ,compare his perception of himself as a

teacher with the most -least favored teacher as originally

planned.

Since the perceptions of the pupils were added to the

body of data collected during the first year of full-time

teaching, it was necessary to include "Myself as the Children

See Me" and "Teacher the Children Would Like Me to. Be" to

assess the shared semantic space of the pupils and the teacher.

The other referents were considered no longer pertinent at

this stage of the study.

Teacher Reporti Structured Interviews

Description. All the instruments so far discussed have

provided what might be called "indirect" assessments of per

ception. The Our Class instrument was an unfinished sentence

projective test designed to reveal the subject's perceptions.'
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of various aspects of the classroom including other members

of the class, himself, and the instructor. The Cartoon Situations

Test, a picture projective test, was intended to give infor-

mation about children, teachers, parents, authority figures,

the teaching experience and, indirectly, about the subject.

The semantic differentials were used to obtain information

on the systems of meanings of the subject's universe which

were pertinent to the study.

It seemed important to include an instrument through which

the subject could communicate perceptions about the teaching-

learning interaction directly. The interview was chosen as

the appropriate instrument.

Because of the specific nature of the information we wished

to collect (perception of self as a teacher; self as a person;

others; the teaching-learning experience) it was decided to

use a structured interview. Because it seemed important to

record certain perceptions at intervals during the students'

development into a full-time teacher, it was decided to schedule

interviews at the beginning and end of each of the three years

with which the study is concerned for each wave. Thus inter-

views were held at the beginning of the junior year (Interview

I) before the introduction of the experimental variable (the

differentiated instructional approaches) and at the end of the

junior year (Interview III*); at the beginning of the student

teaching experience during the senior year (Interview IV) and

*Interview II was administered in the middle of the junior

year, but was omitted later for technical reasons.
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at the end of the student :teaching (Interview V); at the.begin-

ning of -the- year of full -time teaching (Questionnaire

VI), during the mid-term (Questionnaire VII),And at the end.

of the first year of full -time teaching (Interview. VIII).

Written questionnaires were. substituted for the individually

administered, tape recorded interviews at .the beginning:and-middle

of the firit year of,full-time.teaching.because of the difficulty

in collecting the data. At this time our subjects were:teaching

in such widely 'separated Areas as:California and Massachusetts,

as well asApOints in between, requiring the examiners to travel

considerable distance to,collectthe data. .For this.reasonj

and primarily for the comfort and well -being ,of subjects,

it seemediimperative tcx make the data-collecting time as brief

as possible. A questionnaire was thought to be less time-

consming foi*:,the:subject. than a "live" interview. However,

the subject was offered the alternative of responding to the

questions in the microphone of a tape. recorder, and the machine

and tape were furnished at his request. Several subjects

chose to respond in this manner.

How, where, and by whom the interviews should be adminis-

tered required considerable deliberation. Because of the per-

sonal nature of some of the questions, it was essential to assure

the respondent of the privacy and confidentiality of his answers.

Also, .,because the degree and accuracy of self-disclosure is

definitely related to the kind of rapport that is established

between the interviewer and the reipOndent, as has been sub-

stantiated by Jourard and others(16), it was decided to interview
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the subject in a small acoustically treated private room and

to record the interview on tape. This would leave the interviewer

free to give his undivided attention to the interviewee with-

out having to record the responses. The subject could feel

secure that he was not being overheard. He was given assurance

that the contents of the tapes would remain confidential.

The interviewers were carefully chosen and trained. In

order that the effect of the interviewer should be minimized

as much as possible certain restrictions were agreed upon by

the three interviewers:

1. To ask the questions exactly as worded.
2. To use only encouraging comments, and only one per

question.
3. To reread a question if the subject inquired about the

meaning of the question.
4. To permit the subject to read the question if further

clarification was needed.
5. To encourage the subject to continue if a brief or

unsatisfactory response was given by saying, "Can
you tell me any more about ...?"

For the first wave of subjects the same interviewer ques-

tioned all the subjects in a single approach. However, when

it came time to interview the subjects in Wave II it was de-

cided that each of the three interviewers should work with

one-third of the subjects in each approach in order to cancel

out as much as possible the effect of different interviewers.

The questions or items on the eight interviews and ques-

tionnaires were developed by the research staff. The criteria

which influenced the development and selection of the questions

were the following:

1. The content areas representing the subject's perceptual
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.::,.!:. :'41().,..t.' *..:114::... 0 #.''' . I-, . it.Qk»i:

universe
-.1L:. -SelfAilLillidtcpacher \,1......: -,1' :Is.:

b. Self as a person
,.A.,

ci. :..:OtbePal at -.1 i A .;.: , i.,.,..: .:

d. The teaching-learning experience
....14;v- ...):,i.,11.;

.

2. The longitudinal nature of the project

a. Pre4!post...aaNtsures at the beginning ofe440,year

b. Ite3 which would be sensitive to change

..:;;:: !::A .:.,.....

3. The exploratory aspect .ofthe.project
a. Items that;iwould permit the subjectAo..apsner

at various psychological levels

b. Items tbat;:would reflect the breadth:ofesub-.,
Sect's experience and perceptions

.
.

It...
6.'...A.t t.t.

4, Comfort of subject and accuracy of response

a. Items which would not threaten qubjeq. ,....

b. Items that would be less apt to evoke aefensfve

distortibn . , ;

.

. ..,

In addition to the above four majOr areas, four others:

!:: 1 . .., .

. . . ;
.

values; communication; the experimentgl variable; the. Teacher

Education Program at the Universityof Wieconsin--have been

included, fot the following reasons.-.. wasthought. that the
. .

values a subject professes might be related to his teaching

behavioi. In any event they might shed light upon his per-

ception of himself as a person.' Since communication is the

pp.*, .

major construc of the project, several questions were'imluCed
.

to assess the way in which a subject believeshe would comiluni.

cate. Although' several other measures are presumed to assess

the effect of the experimental variable, it seemed important

to inquire directly from the subject' ow he felt. about the.

manner in whiCh his paitiCulail section of Education 73-75 was

taught. Finally, one question was intended to tap tow the

subject felt in retrospect, about his four year educational

experience. The questions whiCh were selected for the interviews
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and questionnaires will be found in Appendix C. The brealx-

down as to how:these questions were catalogued in. the various

dimensions.cembetnoted from Tables 6 and 7.

TABLE 6

ASSIGNMENT OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS TO
:THE MAJOR DIMENSIONS OF CONTENT

Interview Self Teaching-Learning Situation

(Questionnaire) TersOn Teacher Hypothetical Experienced,

1. 41 3,4,5 1,6,7 8,9,10,11,12

III. 5,6 1,2 4,7,8,9 3

IV. 1,2,3,4,5 6,7,8 1,2

V. 10,11,12 1,2,6,7,8 13;16 1,3,4,5,14,
16

VI. 1,2,3,4

VII. 1,2 3,4,5,6:7,8

VIII. 14 1,4,5,6,13 2,3,7,8,9,
10,11,12

TABLE 7

ASSIGNMENT OF INTERVIEW QUESTIONS TO
PERIPHERAL DIMENSIONS OF CONTENT

Interview Values Communication Experimental Teacher
Variable Education

Program
(Questionnaire)

13,14
10
17 18

15
5
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Analysis. At the end of the third year of the project just

after Interview III had been recorded for all the subjects,

a preliminary analysis of interviews I and III was made of

two subjects who appeared to be different in personality and

teaching style. Each of the four tapes for the two subjects

was analyzed directly from the recorded tape according to a unit

of time measurement. This exploratory analysis indicated that

this method did discriminate effectively between the two sub-

jects and confirmed the differences which had been hypothesized.

In another preliminary analysis of the taped interviews

an attempt was made to delineate the concepts that the subjects

used to describe their most-least liked teacher in order to

determine whether any differences were apparent at the end of

the junior year.

However, in view of the time-consuming nature of the task

and because it was very difficult to identify the separate inter-

view questions by listening to the tape, it was decided to trans-

cribe the contents of all the recorded interviews to McBee

Keysort Cards. Although this was a major undertaking it seemed

defensible: it would then be possible to consider each question

separately; there would be three copies of the data available

as well as the tape itself; anonymity of the subjects would be

assured; and the simplicity of the sorting method made the ma-

terial readily accessible. One data resource afforded by lis-

tening to the tapes would no longer be available, however. Tonal

qualities, hesitations and other affective indicators would not

be apparent on the typescript. In order to retain as much of
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the idiosyncratic affective characteristics of the Subject as

possible, tbs.-transcribers were asked to record in parentheses

any indicators of affective overtones that they could discern.

Now that typescripts are available for the-deriei of eight

interviews and questionnaires, various methods for analyzing

the major content areas (Self as a teacher; Self -as a:person;-

Others; The teaching-learning excerienCe)..as itrell as the minor

ones (Vai. -s; Communication; The experimental variable; .The

Teacher Education Pro ram at the Universit of-WisdOnsin): have

been explored.

One method is to evaluate the material related to the.

self-concept .ard teacher-Cbncept on a continuum represehting

varying degrees of sat:lfaction. Another is "unit of meaning"

analysis employing such dimensions as positive and negative

affect, intensity, and content area. Still another is to con-

sider certain questions in relation to a "sending-receiving"

continuum.

Teacher Report: Sixteen Personality Factor Questionnaire

Description. Cattell's "Sixteen Personality Factor Ques-

tionnaire" was selected for use in assessing personality char-

acteristics of teachers because (1) reliability and validity

were deemed to be satisfactory, (2) factors alleged to be par-

allel were available for both the teacher-subjects and the

pupil-subjects of this study, and (3) this questionnaire pro-

vides a comprehensive personality pattern with a minimum amJunt

of testing time(6). Form A was administered to the teacher-
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subjects at the 4-ime of the final round of testing during their

year of full-time teaching. Time required for the administra-

tion of the test is listed as 35-40 minutes for the 187 items.

Machine scoring answer sheets were used. Teachers in most in-

stances completed the questionnaires at the time testing was

underway with their pupils. In a few instances teachers had

not completed the battery of tests by the end of the pupil's

testing period and in these cases the presonality questionnaires

were returned to the project office by mail on the following

day.

The sixteen first order factors included in the test are

shown in Figure 4 with their technical and popular bi-polar

descriptions.

Analysis. Factor scores were tabulated for machine analysis.

Use of the computer for analysis has made possible the easy

conversl.on of raw scores to stens or staves in the event such

scores were to be used for a particular analysis. Also, cor-

rections for sex and age differences in scores, recommended

by Cattell in the Handbook for the Sixteen Personality Factor

Questionnaire, are made as a subroutine in computer programs

which compare groups involving sex and age differences.

Teacher Report: Teacher's Communication Scale (Actual-Ideal)

Description. The Teacher-Report: Teacher's Communication

Scale, which consists of twelve items, was developed for the

purpose of measuring teachers' perceptions of their verbal com-

munication behavior on dimensions which correspond to categories
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Factor

Factor

Factor

A

3

C

Factor E

Factor F

Factor G

Cyclothymia
(Warm, Sociable)

General Intelligence
(Bryight)

Emotional Stability
Ego Strength

(Mature, Calm)

Schizoths.naa
(A1.0f0f,

Mental Defect
(Dull).

or" -Dissatisfied.Emotionw-
.
ality. .

(EMOtiona4
Unstable)

Dominance or Ascendance
(AggressiVe, Competitive)

Surgency
(Enthusiastic, .Happy-go-
lucky)

Character or Super.:Ego

Strewth .

(Conscientioui, Periistent)

Factor H Parmia
.(Adventurous, "Thick-

skinned")
.

Factor I Premsia
(Sensitive, Effeminate).

Factor .L

Factor M

Factor N

Factor 0

Factor Ql

Factor Q.2

Protension (Paranoid
Tendericy)

(Suspecting, Jealous)

Autia
(Bohemian Introverted,
Absent-minded)

Shrewdness
(Sophisticated, Polished)

Guilt Proneness
(Timid, Insecure)

Radicalism

Self-Sufficiency
(Self-sufficient,

ful)

Submission
("Milk-toast, It.'

DedurgenCy
(Glum, Sober, Serious)

Lack of kigid'Interhal-
Standards

(Cadual, Undependable)

Threctia
(Shy, :Timid)

Harria
.
(Tough, Realistic

Relaxed Security
(`ACcepting; Adaptable)

Praxernia
(PraCtical, Concerned
with Facts)

Naivete
(Simple, Unpretentious)

Confident Adequacy
(Confident, Self-secure)

Conservatism of Tempera-
ment

Group Dependency..
Resource- (Sociably Group Depen-

dent)
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Factor Q3 High Self-Sentiment
Formation

(Controlled, Exacting
Will-power)

Factor Q4 High Ergic Tension
(Tense, Excitable)

Poor Self-Sentiment
Formation

(Uncontrolled, Lax)

Low Ergic Tension
(Phlegmatic, Composed)

,Fig. 4.--First order factors from the Sixteen Personality

Factor Questionnaire

found in the observational recording system (see pages 71 to

79). It will be recalled that there are fourteen basic cate-

gories defined as, for example, "gives information; "asks for

information," and "gives directions."

There are two parts to the Teacher's Communication Scale

instrument. In the first part, the teacher is asked to indicate

how strongly he would like to possess the verbal communication

pattern described. In the second part, the items are repeated

and the teacher is asked to indicate how strongly he feels

he possesses the verbal communication pattern described. In

order to reduce the influence of the teachers' responses to

the first part upon his responses to the second, the two parts

are separated in the questionnaire booklet.

The format o the items remains identical except for the

questions--Do I want to be like this? and Am I like this?

(See sample items in Figure S)

Analysis. Responses to the items on the Teacher Report:

Teacher's Communication Scale were coded for numerical analysis

as 4, 3, 2, and 1, for YES, yes, no, NO, respectively. Dis-

crepancy scores were derived from the differences between responses
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A

3. Some Teachers suggest . .
YES yes no NO.

different things sO'pupiis AM I like-this?
can choose for themselves.

3. Some teachers suggest'
different things so pupils Do I want to be

can choose for themselves. like This?

YES es no NO

Fig. 5.--Sample items from the Teacher Report:' Teacher

Communication Scale (Actual-Ideal)

to the questions, "Do I want to be like this ?" and "Am I like

this ?" fOr each item.

Analysis'consiitS'oi the treatment of. two types of qUestions:

(1) HOW
%

do teacherStself.ratings compare to the ratings. given

them by their pupils?; and (2) What variables are associated

with teachers' peiiceptions.of their communication behavior cind'

with their self-ideal discrepancy?

Congruence of the childtens' perceptions and the teachers

perceptions with respect to the. teachers' communication is

measured in .terms of the agreement between the teachers' ratings

on the TR: TCS (Actual) and the mean or modal response of the

class to the corresponding item on the CR: TCS (Actual),

Child Report: Teacher Communication Scale (Actual).* A teacher's

perception of himself on an item is determined to be incongru-

ent with his pupils' perceptionDs when his score is greater than

one standard deviation in difference from the mean score for

the class, and .the teacher's total congruence score with respect

411...

*See Chapter V.

1111MMIIMIMIN
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to his communication is the number ofitems upon which his score

falls within one standard deviation from the mean class score.

Current analysis in this area is directed toward the discovery

of the correlates of these congruence scores.

Teachers' self perceptions and self self-ideal discrepancy

scores are being analyzed in connection with a number of other

measures, such as instructional approach, observed communica-

tion behavior, and personality factor scores. Numerous ques-

tions are being asked, of which the following are examples:

Do teachers who were taught by the different instructional

approaches perceive their communication differently? Do they

express ideal communication behaviors which differ according

to instructional approach? Do their self-perceptions change

during the course of their first year of teaching? How con-

gruent are their self-perceptions with the ratings of a trained

observer, and is such congruence related to other measures?

Teacher Report: Children's Communication Scale

Description. This instrument is an approximation of the

communication categories employed in the analysis of the teacher

communication pattern. The eight items are identical to the

items in the Child Report: Peer Communication Scale and,

though abridged, similar to the items in the Child Report:

Teacher's Communcation Scale.

An original purpose of this study was to investigate the

effect of the communication pattern of the teacher on the

children. Response by the teacher to the items in this inventory



add an additional referent by discloming the teacher's per-

ception of the communication -Attern of the children in his

The procedure for the.teachor incOMpleting this inventory

is for him to consider etch itim'as.desckixtive' of a-certain '''"

communication characterititic, and to respond' to that particular
,

item by rating each child in the cliiir-oOM. on the badia 'Ofi"YESr-
,

very much like this," "yes, a little bit like thit," itolt

very much like this," or "NO, hot at 'all like thii."

item is shown in Figure 6.
. .

1. .Whiah oh: ldrin are aIWays asking bow things .should' be done-

.

YES
%

ery much like
this!

.

.

yes
Alittle. bit.
like this!

.

pot much like
this!

.

NO
Not at all 14,

this!

.

. . .

- .

.

.

. .

..

. . ... - .

. . , .... .

.

.' .
.

1

Fig. 6. -- Sample !tem from the TeaCher Report: Children's

Communic4tion Scale

To aid the teacher in complying with the. directions, each teacher

was given a roster of the names of all the' children in his

classroom with each name accompanied by an identification

number, and the' instruction to.-.use the identification number

in responding about that. particular child on the pertinent

.-iTeachers were instructed that. they could put asjaany or

as few names as. theytfelt inclined. to in eachofthe four .

boxes. They were directedr howeverl.to rate each-child on each



item.

Analysis. Data from the teachers' rating of children on

the items descriptive of communication behavior were coded for

numberical analysis as the scale score received by each child

on each item. Scale scores were 4,3,2, and 1 for the YES, yes,

no, NO responses, respectively.

This operation provides for the contingency analysis of

association between the ratings by peers and by the teacher

on the same items. Classes can be ordered in terms of the ex-

tent to which pupils and teacher agree upon which children are

most or least characterized by descriptions of communication

behavior. At the same time teachers can be ordered in terms

of their discrimination on communication behavior among their

pupils and according to their tendency to rate their pupils

favorably or unfavorably.

Finally, analysis of the data permits the study of condi-

tions under which pupils rate their teachers in certain ways.

For example, earlier research indicated that "leaders" who

are more discriminating are rated more favorably. This sug-

gests the question of whether the same holds true for teachers.

Teacher Report: Children's Behavior Characteristics Scale

Description. The teacher's report of children's behavior

is an inventory of nine brief behavior characteristics to which

the teacher responds about the pupils in her class. These nine

behavior items are similar to the items in the Child Report:

Peer Behavior Characteristics, in which the children responded
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about their classmates, and the Child Report: Actual Behevior

Characteristics, responded:-.0000;hell4-

selves.tor'a.more:-thdliboligh,disoussion of theyitems.vsed in

this invetiiiji%Y.4Ad.thedanStrueltS of. social acceptability,

aggressive itialiiiutitMiiht,. and social isolation .041e. the:descripir.

tion of .the CRI"12BC,:?Appendix.J.

In thii iniirturiait, the teacher's. task is to.aonsider

each item as descriptive of certain behavior characteristics .%;

and to respond to theee items by rating each child in her class-

room on the basis of "YES, very much like this"; "yet, a. little

bit like this"; "no, not much like this"; or "NO, not at all
%rk:-r%

ljke this." For the format of this arrangement see the sample
.

item in Figure 7.
4

1. Which children:are goadJatitaVtinugames and getting things
ping? They think of interesting things to do.

YES '
.,

yeti i no NO. . . .

Very much, like A little bit Not much like Not at all like

thisl like thisi this! thiet., ....,...

I ' '.1t!

,.. "::..N

Fig. 7. Sample item from the Teacher Report: Children's

Behavior Characterictics Scale

In order to facilitate the teacher's task of responding about

the children, and for ease in later computation of his responses,

a sheet possessing the names of each child in the classrOom,

with an accorpanying identification 'number, was given to each
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teewher.

The teachers were instructed that in rating a child on a

particular item, they were to put his number in the column

(YES, yes, no, or 140) that they thought most appropriately de-

scribed his behavior; they were asked to repeat this procedure

for each item, and to rate each child in the class on each item,

For a complete description of this instrument, see Appendix

F.

Analysis. Data from the teachers' rating of the pupils on

children's behavior characteristics were analyzed primarily as

characteristics of the pupils rather than of the teacher. That

is, each child's ratings by the, teacher were coded 4, 3, 2, and

1 for the YES, yes, no,NO responses, respectively and were tabu-

lated along with the other data for the child.

Present analysis is directed at answering questions concerning

the shared space in the classroom. Is there more agreement be-

tween teacher and pupil, teacher and peers, or pupil and peers?

Other questions looked at the correlates of shared space.

Under what conditions is there significant agreement between

the ratings of teachers and those of the pupils?

Teacher Re ort: Children's Personalit Factors

Description. This rating instrument consists of eight

personality factor scales taken from the more comprehensive

Children's Personality Questionnaire developed by Cattell(S).

These are the same eight factors that were used in the Children's

Personality Questionnaire and Early School Personality Questionnaire
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administered to the teacher-subject population in this study.

Each of the eight factors were reinlusented by a scale divisible

into a series of five blocks with descriptions at the extreme

of each scale. An illustration of this type scale can be

seen in Figure 8.

THESE THESE THESE THESE THESE. .

CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN
ARE MOST ARE SOME- DEMONSTRATE ARE SOME- ARE MOST
LIKE THIS. WHAT LIKE THESE TRAITS WHAT LIKE LIKE THIS:

THIS. ABOUT THIS.
EQUALLY.

Critical, stiff, aloof,
precise, suspicious,
rigid, reserved, cold,
prone to sulk, like to
work alone.

Warm, outgoing, sociable.,
good-natured, ready to
cooperate, readily laugh,
soft-hearted, casual,
adaptable, enjoy social,
recognition.

Fig.,8.--Sample item from the Teacher Report: Children's
Personality Factors

In facilitating the teacher's rating of the pupil-subjects

on these eight factors, use was made of the class roster. This

roster contained names and identification numbers of each

child in the classroom. The teacher-subjects were instructed

to rate a child by placing his identification number in the

space which they felt best corresponded to the child's psycho-

logical location on the scale. The teachers were advised to

;avoid the assumption that either eAld of any scale was "good"
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or "bad." Experience has shown that either end of a eca3e

can be good or bad depending upon the criteria against which.

one is using the factor ratings. The teachers were free to
. . .

. .

place as many or as few names in each box as they .believed .

. . . ' . . .

representative of that behavior.

This rating technique made it possible to determine the

extent to .which teacher.zind pupil agreed as to .the personality .

characteristics of the pupil, and to determine the extent to

which a teacher's perception of personality is related to

interpersonal variables, ea.. attitudes toward peers-and
oen. p.m

tude toward teacher.

Analysis. Data from the teachers' rating of their pupils

on thiiiirioniliiiitas were coded for machine analysis Each; -f,
. .r .. .

.

o
.

..

child received :.a value of 'zero to five on each item, Corre-
. ..

sponding to.the blocks from left to right on the-teatchere ,
.

questionnaire.

Pveseht consists-of the examination of.the.cor-.

respondence between the teachers' ratings of the pupils" on the'

factors and the pupils' actual factor scores... The general

question which is guiding the analysis is: Under what con-
"

ditions is the teacher more sensitive to differences among

his pupils on dimensions measured by a standard personality

factor questionnaire? Another question may be asked: Are

there measurable differences between teachers who discriminate

highly (placing children in many blocks, or utilizingextremes)

and teachers who do not discriminate very much (placing most,
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children's identification numbers in one or two blocks)?



.1.

aliAPtEk`

TEACHERS'.COMMUMWATION BEHAVIOR

'Rationale 'for the Comunication MOdel

Tilde endent Variable
Un veva ty nstriAir

A. Instructional
Approach ,ip

Teacher --`"-)

Preparation

Intervenin Variables
Teac er -Subject

At itudes, Values,'
Perception of

Teacher-Subject

B.
1

Communication
Behavior of

Teacher-Subject
in the Classroom

Dependent Variables,
Pupil- Subject

C. 'Attitudes, Parcep-
.tion, Behavior.
of Pupil-Sub)ebt- "

4:inai:Cated in Chapter 1, one of the primary ways'ili

which we hoped to study our teacher-subjects was through Obser-

vation of theit behavidt; it seemed that only in this 'way

we hope to gain some Understanding of the ways in which

transmit some of the effects of their University expetiences':

In developing a method of behavioral study, our first

requirement was to select an aspect of behavior which we could

assume represented a significant part Of the teacher's total

behavior in the classroom and at the same time could be dbservid

and recorded in a reasonably objective fashion. Much of the

early thinking was devoted to this question and the construct

-59-
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of communication was consequently developed as an "umbrella

construct" under which much of the significant behavior in

the classroom could be subsumed, conceptualized and gradually

clarified(8).

What do we mean by the term "communication"? What sort

of conceptual framework facilitates our looking at the class-

room processes and understanding them? Although a considerable

body of literature has developed in the very complex and techni-

cal field of communication, most of it deals with much more

precise and controlled situations than exist in a public school

classroom. However, even the bare schematic rodel which it

seemed possible to develop at this time has served to sharpen

our thinking about various aspects of communication and some

of the determinants.*

First, a definition.

Communication is a social function...It is essentially

the relationship set up by the transmissioa of stimuli

and the evocation cf responses. (7:6-7)

Here the emphasis is on the relationship which is set up, in

contrast to some earlier definitions in which the occurrence

of "influence" or "response" was the essential condition of

communication. In the classroom, there may be no immediate

responses evoked by what the teacher has said and yet communi-

cation may have occurred in that the pupils have understood what

the teacher has said.

In any conceptualization of communication it is essential

*We have used Schramm's formulation(21) primarily in

developing this diagram.
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to represent the speaker (the sender or encoder), the listener

(the receiver or decoder) or listeners and the "message" (see

Figure 9). The sender or encoder transmits a message, verbal

or nonverbal, which is received through the sense organs by

the receiver or decoder.

A fundamental and also obvious ,equirement for the suc-

cessful commnnication of a message is that both sender and

receiver must have a sufficiently common background of experience

so that whatever is said or expressed through gestures can be

expected to convey at least approximately the intended meaning

to the listener. This background would include the possession

of a common language and a cultural background pith some common

elements. In other words, in the accumulated experience there

must be an overlap of the "fields of experience" of the sender

and receiver if communication is to occur between these two

individuals. They must have at least general agreement in the

meaning they attribute to certain words or gestures if the mes-

sage sent by one is to be understood by the other(11). The

misunderstandings which occur so easily between individuals

of different cultural or social class backgrounds in the

meaning attributed to a simple gesture amply illustrate the

importance of the overlap of the "fields of experience." How-

ever, even when these "fields" overlap so that there is approxi-

mate agn.ement on me finings, some individuals "get the mesz:age"

much more clearly than others. One hypothetical explanation

for this is that these individuals and the sender of the message

agree much more closely in their perceptions of and meanings
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attributed to aspects of the message and the situation in which

it is sent than other potential receivers !.n the same group.

We have developed the construct of "shared apace" to describe

the instances in which sender an( receiver hold identical

perceptions which are relevant to the message. The greater

the shared space, the more effective we would assume the com-

munication to be between these individuals. It is possible

to test this assumption, for example, by collecting data re-

garding the perceptions held by the teacher and the pupils

toward significant aspects of classroom interaction--such as

the teacher's role, the teacher's behavior, and the pupils'

behavior--and studying the degree of agreement between these

perceptions and the relationship of this agreement with the

pupils' attitudes toward school.

Returning to a consideration of the "sender" of the mes-

sage, it is essential to take into account the process occurring

before the sender transmits the message--the process of selec-

tion. Out of the totality of material which might be trans-

mitted, the sender selects only a small part, and selects a

particular way of verbalizing it. A teacher may have a wealth

of information about the life of Eskimos, for example, but he

selects only a small\ part of this information to tell to his

class and expresses it in a particular way. This process of

selection is conceptualized as one which includes cogritive

and emotional aspects, both recognized and unrecognized needs,

and one which is not completely known or understood by the

person doing the selecting. However, it is possible to make
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certelin inferences about this selection. process from a careful

study of the messages transmitted by a given individual. For

example, it could be inferred that a.message which includes ,

greatly detailed information represents a different. perception

of the teaching' role than a message which 'includes small..

amount of information and numerous questions about a topic.

.A message. which includes praise for previous behavior in con.-

nection with introducing new activities fora given project

represents a different perception of the pupils in the class-.

room than'a message which includes reprimand and threats. .We

assume that teachers' perceptions of the total.classroom sit-

uation, of their own role in the classrooms and .of the children

in their rooms (whether perceived as the "well-behaved".or the

bad.behaved," to give a simplified example), will all: have:

a profound effect upoh the kinds or messages which they select

and transmit to the class. Further, ins. would suggest that a17%

though they may not be fully aware of those determinants, clues

to their differential perceptions are to be found in the par-

ticular kinds of messages which they transmit..

Similarly, we assume that the pupils do not simply "listen

to" or "get" the messages sent by the teacher. The material

received through each pupil's sense organs must gothrough: .

a "selection process" before it is.understood. One way of

conceptualizing the' selection proceelvis.to think of a series.

of filters. The individual pupil's readiness and ability..to

receive and comprehend depends not only upon. his attention At

the moment and his possession 'of a vocabulary sufficient to,_,

U
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comprehend the words used by the teacher, but also upon his

attitude toward school in general and toward the activity at

the moment, his perceptions of the teacher, of the interaction

process in the classroom, of the other pupils in the class and

of his own role in the class, as well as upon his particular

mental set and his needs at the moment(27).

Method of Recordin Communication in the. Classroom

Clearly the process of communication in the classroom is

extremely complex. Focusing on one aspect of it, however- -

the verbal messages transmitted by the teacher--it has been

possible to collect objective data and work toward a reliable

method of analyzing these data.

The verbal message was selected only because it could be

recorded electronically on tape; and by use of the Vega Mike,

a clear recording of the teacher's verbalizations could be

assured. An adequate recording of the pupils' verbalizations

is also highly desirable but much more difficult to obtain,

and we have only partially succeeded in this.*

..11.1111111.

*All of the non-verbal messages transmitted both by the
teacher and the pupils, such as gestures, posturing, and move-
ment about the room, contribute importantly to the total com-
munication process, but it was not possible at this stage of
the research to record them adequately.

The Vega microphone was used tc obtain the recording of
the teacher's voice. The teacher wears a small battery operated
microphone which is not connected with the receiver in any way;
hence his freedom of movement around the room is not restricted.
The Vega microphone receiver is connected with a Wollensak
tape recorder to produce the tape recording. The recorder and
receiver both may be placed outside the classroom if desired
and still be in range for the Vega system.
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A clear 'recording of the teacher's verbal communication

seemed partiCularly important as the teacher is assumed. to.

be the primary determinant of the classroom climate. and goner..

ally- the primary communicator as well:* Tha.teacher effects

the pupil's and'the social situation which-exists'in a given..

classroom largely through iierbal:interactionk Henca'anundera6.

standing of the ways in which he communicates and interacts

is basic to any description of~ the clasSroCi.

Two tape recordings were made of each of the teacher-

during

.

subjects during the semester devo,:ed to practice teaching,
. .

. ..

one early and one late in this period, and three recordings

the first year of full-time professional teaching, in

the fall, mid-winter, and late spring. An attempt vas made

to record the teaching of the same subject matter area--either

social studies or science at each observation time. In addition,

since the three observations during the first year of full-

time teaching covered an average of an hour and a half, the

teacher's handling of other subject matter was also recorded.

Method of Anal zin ComMuniCatioh-iriffie Classroot

'Once the tape recordings:are collectld, there remains the

task of-analyzing them or describing them systematically in

some way which permits summarizing the behavior contained in

each one. The.earlier work of Bales(2) ih the categorizing

the behavior of members of small groups and of Withall(20

in categorizing the behavior of. teachers served as an initial .

stimulus for the development of categories. In :attempting to
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develop a communication construct, it became apparent that

most of the teachers' verbal behavior could be described either

as "sending" or "receiving." "Sending" Could be subdivided

into categories such as giving information, giving analysis,

or expressing personal opinion; "receiving" could subsume both

listening and and the "intent to receive," and could include

such categories as asking for infcrmation, asking for analysis,

or asking for personal opinion. An original set of fourteen

categories was developed(26) and used during the early years

of the study.- It was subsequently expanded to seventeen cate-

gories, to twenty-four, and finally, in the summer of .1963,

to thirty-five categories. Many, although not all, of these

changes resulted from a subdivision of existing categories in

an attempt to analyze more precisely the kinds of teacher

communication occurring.

Included in Table 8 are the identification numbers for

each of the three major stages in the development of the cate-

gories from the original system of fourteen to the extended

system of thirty-five. Extensive use was made of the revised

system of seventeen categories, and most live observations

made during the 1962-63 school year utilized this revised sys-

tem. The availability of data in each of the three systems

is reported in Table 9. No tape recordings were vade of our

teacher subjects during their junior year. Only "live" obser-

vations were made. Inasmuch as data for the junior year were

all collected prior to any extension of the category system,

all analyses of junior-year data must be in terms of the fourteen
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TABLE 8

EVOLUTION OF dATEGORY.gYSTEMS FOR ANALYZING'
VERBAL INTERACTION

Category Title
.1 .

I

Category Code

Original-, Revised 'Extended
System ..System System

Asks:for-InforiatiOn. 1

Seeks or Accepts Direction
Soo

2

-

aloIW

2 2

Asks for Opinion or Analysis': 3 .3*
3b

vaiffINSISSO

3a.
3b
30-

AlwrommrF ....111 -qo

Listens 4 4a
4b

Gives Information

Gives Suggestions

5 5 5a
Sb
5b

1

, ib2
5cy
5d

=1111111111MMIIINNIMOV11/7

6 6 6

Gives Directions ; 7a . '7a

7d 7d

Gives Opinion 8 $b 8b
80 8c

Gives Analysis 9 .9 9
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TABLE 8--Continued

Category Title Category Code

Original
System

Revised
System

Extended
System

Shows Positive Feeling

Expresses Approval of Pupil or
of His Behavior

10 10

10a
10b

Inhibits Communication 11 11 11

Shows Negative Feeling

Expresses Disapproval of Pupil
or of His Behavior

12 12

12a
12b

No Communication 13 13 13

Confirms or Denies Accuracy
of Response

Perfunctory Agreement or
Disagreement

Perfunctory Response

14 14

14a
14c.

00 II lb

14b

Repeats What Pupil hab Said
Repeats Factual Statement
Repeats Statement of Opinion
Repeats Analysis
Repeats Statement of Experience
Repeats Question

R
RF
RO
RA
RE
RQ

Names Pupil Following Question AM SOD 11IM N

Fragmentary Comment MO MO - -
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categories. The extended system of categories was never used

in live classroom situations for general data collecting, al.:

though its development was dependent upon both live and taped

epieddes. Thus, all analyses utilizing the_extended category

system are based on tape recordings.

TABLE 9

AVAILABILITY OF DATA FOR CAT-EGORIES
FOR ANALYZING VERBAL INTERACTION

111.1m1MMM44

Stage of Subject Category System
Partic4pation

Original Revised-
14 17 . .,35

Extended

Junior Year Live IS MEP el MD 4MP OS 414P IND

Senior Year Live or Tape Tape
.. Tape

First-year Live or Liveor% . Tape
Teaching Tape Tape

...O..* .

MINIMMOMNIMMIMMIM

. .

Descriptions and examples of the categories in the original

and extended systems follow. Although .there is some duplica.

tion for all but five of the categories, several differences

between the fourteen and the thirty-five category systems will

be noticed. The revised seventeen-category syitem is illustrated

in part-bkeach of the two systems presented. Eleven of the

fourteen_categories in the original system were kept intact

in the revised system. The nature of the three revisions In

this system (categories 3, 7, and 8) is best understood by noting

the appropriate category number in the extended system (see
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Table 8).

Fourteen Cate or S stem for Analaim
erba nteractlon

1. Asks for Information

An act having as its major intent the eliciting of a response

which presumably may be evaluated for accuracy, either by

objective operation, general acceptance, or reference to

an authority (such as the teacher or a textbook).

Examples: Asks question about content of lesson; asks for

report; asks for confirmation of response previously given;

asks for repetition of what has been said; offers incomplete

statement with the expectation that another will finish it;

asks any question in such a way as to imply that there is

a "right" answer; asks name of an object; asks for defini-

tion; asks for enumeration.

Seeks or Accepts Direction

An act implying willingness to consider suggestion or

direction from another, or if suggestion or direction has

already been offered, an act or statement indicating com-

pliance.

Examples: Asks how to begin an assigned task; asks what

to do next; asks which procedure to follow; asks for volun-

teers; follows directions of another; agrees with sugges-

tion or direction; indicates that direction will be followed

at some future time; asks for permission for a specific act.

Asks for Opinion or Analysis

An act intended to elicit problem-structuring statements

from others, either affective-evaluative or cognitive-

interpretive

Examples: Asks for opim.on, wish, feeling, belief, or

preference; asks for evaluation of behavior; reqL-sts inter-

pretation or explanation of some phenomena without implying

that there is one "correct" answer; requests elaboration

or examples of a concept; requests statement of relation-

ships by others; reflection of heeling or alternate meaning

of what another has said for purposes of clarifying meaning;

asks for interpretation of another's personal experience

(as distinguished from asking for a report of experience).

4. Listens

An act of listening or attending to another individual
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for five consecutive seconds or more out of any 1070econd.

interval (less than five seconds is not scored).

5. Gives Information .,.

An act intended to convey, confirm; or infer "facts" which

may be evaluated by objective operation,..-general acceptance,

or reference to an authority.
. .

Examples: Giving data tuch.as: fifinle 9.. diOeso. Speedy capacity,

*etc. *relevant to 'a. topic under discus,sion; providing..infor-

mation .requested -by another; confirming the. accuracy Of
others'

responses; denying the accuracy of 'others' responses;

giving report *on.what. one has seen, heard, read., ,etc.;

giving repetition of what .has been said+ naming .Oblect;

giving definition; giving. enumeration.;

6. Gives Suggestion
.

An act intended to structure action or .indicate alternatives

for others which, at the same time, implies autonomy for

others by providing more than one.alternative or allowing.

for refusal.

'Examples: Offering a procedure in:a..tehtative.wayA offering

or More procedures, leaving choice.to o:therel.stating

a preferred behavior without indicating that the.prefezence

holds for ethers; volunteering own services.

Gives Directioh

An act intended to structure some Action; of another-in

which compliance seems to be taken for granted, or in

which noa-compliance would probably elicit some forM of

disapproval.

'Examples: .Calling class to attention; calling attention

to 'some detail; getting attention:, of another by calling

his name; routine administrative directions or orders;

stating expectation of behavior to be followed; setting

limits 'on behavior; stating.consequences of behaviorl.

granting .41 request; .denying a request..

Gives Opinion

An act intended to structure or give

under discussion by use, of speaker',8

or unstated criteria.

direction,to a topic
internal, private,

Examples: States opinions, wish, feeling belief, or pre-

ference; makes a statement or asks a question reflecting

a personal point of view; verbalizes introspective processes;
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gives criticism or evaluation of a behavior or concept;

agrees or disagrees with opinion voiced by another.

9. Gives Analysis

An act intended to structure or give direction to a topic .

under discussion by reference to a frame of reference or

a criterion that is explicitly stated and external to speaker's

personal point of view.

Examples: Gives interpretation or explanation of some phe-.

nomenon without implying that it is the only "correct" way

of looking at it; elaborates or gives examples of a concept;

points out relationships between examples and concepts or

between two or more concepts; points out discrepancies

between concept and examples; proposes hypothetical example

or case to illustrate a point or raise a question.

10. Shows Positive Feeling

An act which implies positive evaluation of some behavior

or interaction in the observational field, regardless of

whether the referent is the self or some other person.

Examples: Any friendly act or overture, such as greeting

or responding to a greeting; praising, approving, encouraging,

rewarding, or showing active attention to others; sharing

or sympathizing with others; expressions of satisfaction,

enjoyment, or relief; joking or laughing "with" others.

11. Inhibits Communication

An act which implies unwillingness or inability to engage

in the ongoing process of communication, regardless of

whether the act stems from negative evaluation, internal

tension, or disinterest.

Examples: Does not respond when response would ordinarily

be expected; is cool, aloof, or disinterested in what is

going on; is inattentive to or ignores a question or request;

does not comply with a request; shows tension by blocking,

"fright," etc.; accepts criticism or rebuff without reply.

12. Shows Negative Feeling

An act which implies active negative evaluation of some

behavior or interaction in the observational field, re-

gardless of whether the referent is the self or some other

person.

Examples: Disapproving, disparaging, threatening, dis-

couraging another's behavior; lowering another's status;
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defendiftg 4le esiorting self; .pokingfun, or
laugh!..nuratr othere;.expressing fear, rage, hostility,'
disap?ointment, discouragement, displeasure, unhappiness,
etcl

13. Na Communication
I

.

.;.

-.The-behavior occurrin in the classroom is not relevant to
teacher-pupil communication for a .10-.second interval.

PerfunCtory Agreement or .Disagreement

.

Thirty-f ive .CategOry System foie Analyzing...
. . Verbal. Interaction

. . .

1 Asks for information,.

la Asks for academically verifiable information An act which
has as its major intent the eliciting Of a response-which..

doddemically.verifiable, .

Exampleshere is Chicago?. What ie the title of :thy .

story? What is another word for "our Sun's family"? tpell
'.!discount.".

regardinglbt..Asking.for ebouf information :the
."occurtence of pasts.PreSent,Orfutfmil'exporien0e.of an

individual child .or opalk,grOO.:Of.childr,* wbith:ii either
non - routine in nature within the class Or is outside' the
class.

:

Examples:. How..many . of you have. seen themailboxes here in
town? ..How many of:you:have. be01 to the 'ioo'at the park?

lb
2
Asking for information about tor information regarding the
occurrence of past, present, or future'experiente of the
'plass.as a whole, which is either non-routine in the class
or is outside of the.glass.

Examples:. Can you see the flag? Do you 'remember when we
: went to the bakery last fall?

lb Asks for objective information within a personal frame
of reference. This includes either individual children
dr the class as a whole..

Examples: What is the name of the street you live on? Is
your father a fireman? Do you know where you were born?

lc Asks for other kinds.ofinformation..primarily having to
do with class process and procedure.,'Includes all routine
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classroom experiences.

Examples: Who has the book? Where is the paper cutter?
Have you finished your work? Who needs extra work sheets?

2. Seeks or accepts direction

An act implying willingness or desire to consider suggestion
or direction from another, or if suggestion of direction
has already been offered, and act or statement indicating
acceptance.

Examples: Who else has an idea? Or recognizing a child
by calling on him. "John?" (not in response to a prior
question on his part)

3. Asks for Analysis

3a An act requesting interpretation or explanation of phenomena,
elaboration of examples of a concept, a statement of rela-
tionship between concepts, a statement of causation or analogy,
a statement of deductive or inductive reasoning, statements
of generalizations or hypotheses.

Examples: How would you explain this, John? Can you give
us examples of this? What conclusions would you draw from

this?

3b Asks for personal opinion, personal interpretation or
feelings about subject matter.

An act intended to elicit an expression of personal opinion
or feeling about subject matter.

Examples: What do you think he will do? How do you feel
about President Lincoln's stand on secession? Would you
like to be an astronaut?

3c Asks for report of personal opinion, personal interpre-
tation or expression of feeling about things not related
to subject matter.

Examples: How did you feel when you couldn't go? Are
you still a little bit afraid of it?

4a Listening or attending to an individual
communication initiated by the teacher,
or directed.

Examples: Responses to: Read the next
US...

4b Listening or attending to an individual

in response to
either asked for

paragraph. Tell

in response to
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communication initiated by someone othev!thwthe teacher.

5. Gives Tnformaticin
. : t: I

5a Gives academically verifiable information.

.

Examples: The sun is a star. Today is Tuesday. Her is

the ocaiOnme.; 4Panamai
I. .

. ii0;.:1 .. . 0 4.)

Sb
1

Gives; 'Iinforishatidsg about (or *information regarding. the occur-

rence of, or regarding the meaning of) past, present or

future experience of an individual child or small group

at 'children;' "which is sithertJton-routine .in.naturel:within

the class.orcis outside the class., : ''
. . . c .

Examples: Lou knows what it is like to feed a puppy. Sally
.

has seen the Fountain of Youth in Florida. 0

V

5bieGivas information about Gorr .informatiOnregarding the.

.doctu4rehes: iof or :regarding the ..meaning .1:fif past, present

future experience...of .the class as a groupi which is 'non-

:-:Ipoutirta within the class or :is outside, of the 0141,O. 1The

teacher may or may not include herself in givingilthi0

information.)
.

.

&amplest. We-went to the .zoo last fall.. Tomorrow we will

see a film strip about sun-spots.
..-1.

Sb Gives objective information -within a personal frame of.:/. cc

reference for an individual child, vnalligroup-orentine

class and/or the teacher. I.

t .
Examples: Mike brought a picture of a..tugboat today. There

is a squirrel outside the classroom window. Goodness you

remember lots.

Sc Gives other kinds of information primarily pertaining to

classroom processes or procedures, It may also include

routine classroom experiences.
el

Examples: The reference books are over here. Tomorrow

we will start work on these maps.

5d Gives information about an experience or the occurrence. of

an experience of the teacher which is either non-routine

withintha class or outsicle of the class.c

Examples: I have seen the nation's capital. I have a mail-

box at home and the mailman comes to my door. I have a

dog tool
.

.

(Note: Comments about the meaning of the experience .would

go into 8b or 8c.)
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6. Gives Suggestion

An act intended to suggest action or indicate alternative
for other which, at the same time, implies autonomy for
other by providing more than one alternative or alluwing

for refusal.

Examples: You might want to see what the encyclopedia has

to say. Maybe you can think of a better title later.

7a Gives Administrative Directions

An act intended to structure some action in which compliance
seems to be taken for granted, or in which non-compliance
would probably elicit some form of disapproval. Structuring
is related to administrative aspects of the situation.

Examples: John's reading group will start now. Take out
your paper.

7d Gives Disciplinary Directions

An act intended to structure some behavior or other in which
compliance seems to be taken for granted, or in which non-
compliance would elicit some form of disapproval. Struc-
turing is related to disciplinary aspects of the situation,
but is not accompanied by negative feeling.

Examples: Sh-h. We're too noisy. Please sit down and
wait for me. If you do that again, I will have to ask
you to leave the group.

Sb Gives personal opinion, personal interpretation or expresses
feelings about the subject matter.

An act intended to express opinion, attitudes, feelings
about subject matter.

Examples: I like that one better. I'm sorry, I didn't
understand what you said. Then it's my fault, I'll change
your mark.

Se Gives report of personal opinion, or personal interpreta-
tion, or expresses feeling about things not, related to sub-
ject matter.

Examples: I will always remember how badly we felt when
the barn burned. It makes me feel very happy when you do

things like that.

9. Gives Analysis

An act intended to structure a topic under discussion by
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reference to a point of view or criterion-thitti explicitly
stated and/or external to speaker's personal, point, of view;

if made up of a series.of Sa's,.then put, braCka02arovnt

them in=order.tcyindidatethat.:their.total
.

Examples: When'thingS aredifferenttemperatirriiii thy are

different colors. It couldn't very well be, wtth.all the

hot gases. . \

10a An act implying or expreising approval of a child'ItIvehavior,

e.g. academic performance, ideas, etc.,Thit act impliei

that the child is viewed as an object rather than. a, unique

individual. It may be expressed with or.Withbut. feeling.

Examples: Thiti'& a fine,report,John4 You're reis,114, perking

today! That Would.be_a joke .on.all.of-ut, Wbuldri't. it.

10b An act implying that the teacher is expreisirii.the4rizi:4
of the child as a unique individual, i.e. shoWteacceptance
of the child as he is now, positive regard of the student,

as a unique person.

Examples: John, you're a fine boy. I like you a, lot

Inhibits Communication.

An act Which implies unwillingness to engage in or inat-
tentiveness to the ongoing process of communication, regard-
less of whether the act stems froM negative evaluation,
internal tension, or disinterest. :(This is often scored
with another unit when the teacher raises his voice and
disregards what the children are saying.)

12a An act which implies'or expresses disapproval of a child's

behavior, e.g. academic performance, ideas, etc. The

act implies that the child is viewed as an object rather

than a unique individual. It may be expresied with or
without feeling.

Examples: Wally, will you sit down! We can't have that.

12b An act implying that the teacher is expressing the devaluing
of the child as a unique individual, i.e. shows disapproval

of the child as he is now

Examples: Gary, you're a pest all the time. I really

don't like you now.

13. No evidence of communication or interaction although voices

can be heard.

No evidence that the teacher is responding to communication
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in the classroom, although voices can be discerned on the

tape.

14a An act which has as its major intent the confirmation or

denial of the accuracy of a response. It may be said with

or without feeling.

Examples: No. Th..,t's right.

14b An act which confirms the partial accuracy of a response

and implies that additional information is desirable or

needed. The act must have an encouraging tone for the

respondent to continue.

Examples: Yes, but what else? Right, but who else knows

a reason?

14c Perfunctory remarks, which may imply mere closure.

Examples: Ok, Um-hum. Well-1.

R Repeats what the student has said, either verbatim or

general context.

F Fact
0 Opinion
A Analysis
E Experience
Q Questions

N Calls on the child after a discernible pause, following a

question.

Examples: 1. John? 2. Who is the president? John?

F Fragmentary comment--incomplete and not a meaningful unit

by itself. The teacher must change the direction of

ccmmunication in order for this to be scored, i.e. repeating,

pausing, ah's, etc.

Unit of Analysis

Up until the summer of 1963, the category system was used

as a time sampling method--first with a 10-second unit and

later five; for each five-second period a category was recorded

which in the judgment of the observer represented the teacher's

"dominant intent" during that interval. More recently, it has
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become-Clear thaTsince several communication acts ,frequently

occur within one five-second interval, the use of only one'Cati-

gory to represent this period.of time givea only.a partial pic7

ture and also reduces reliability between judges.*

For these reasons, during the spring and summer of 1963

we developed the communication unit as the basis for. analysis.
.

By this method, a much more complete picture of the classroom

interaction is obtained, as everything the teacher says can

be categorized in sequence. For the definition of a communica-

tion unit we have used Saporta's early definition of a psycho-

linguistic unit as the "segment of the message which is 'func-

tionally operative' as a whole in the process of encoding and

decoding" (20:61). ** The problem of developing criteria to

determine when a segment is "functionally operative as a whole"

*We are indebted to Brian Heath for a study of agreeient

among categorizers using the seventeen.tategory system. After

intensive training, the intra-rater stability coefficients*

using the Spearman statistic ii ranged from .69 to .99 for six

categorizers. Their inter-rater agreement, using the same
statistic, ranged from .84 to .99. In both instances, identi-

cal segments taken from tape recordings were categorized inde-

pendently at two different times by each categorizer. However,

this statistic appeared to provide spuriously high coefficients

because of the preponderantly high frequency of relatively

few categories in the segments and the very low frequency of

most of the categories. Hence coefficients were computed to

show Inter -rater agreement in each five-second interval, cor-

relating each of five categorizers with a sixth who was most

highly practiced in using the system; these coefficients ranged

from .33 to .74.

**Many researchers have encountered the problem of defining

a "verbalization unit." In summarizing methods of studying

speech development in children, Irwin discusses the problem of

defining the sentence or verbalization and indicates some of

the ways in which different workers have handled it. Both a

"thought unit" and an "expression unit" have been defined in

terms quite similar to our criteria for determining a "communi-

cation unit" (14:607).
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is essentially that of identifying and defining "boundary markers"

or objective indications that the sender has completed a unit

of communication, which, in addition, is "functionally opera-

tive" as a unit for the receiver. Intonation pattern has been

our principal criterion; a drop in the voice (or a rise, if a

question is asked) almost invariably indicates the end of the

unit. However, the context within which words are spoken and

the grammatical structure must also be taken into account at

times in making the decision. There are certain words in our

language which, when spoken singly in response to another per-

son (such as "good," "no," and "yes"), convey a functionally

operative meaning. Occasionally a teacher may say such a word

and then continue with an elaboration. In these instances the

separate word would be counted as one unit and the elaboration

as another, since each could stand alone in this context and

convey meaning to the listener. Grammatical structure as a

further criterion is useful both when the sender is expressing

units in succession (as, for example, several independent clauses

strung together without a drop in voice, in which case each would

be counted as a unit), or expressing an after-thought following

a drop in a voice. If the after-thought is of a dependent

nature (a qualifying phrase or clause), it would not be counted

as a separate unit as it could not stand alone or be functionally

operative.

Agreement is high in the identification of units.

different persons, two of whom analyzed each of 40 five-m.-,ute

segments, showed a range of 81 to ltr percent agreement in the
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number of unitguidentifiecli with the agreement in: Oyer 1104;

the.segments s5 .percent, or higher. ,

-There Are primarily two advantages in using the, communiqa.!.

tion utilvas-the basis for categorization instead of a time.,
F

sampling :method; (1)_ categorizers are categorizing the same

verbalization of the teacher instead of having ,to decide mhich

verbalization represents the "dominant ,intent" during the

interval of time.covered, and a complete sequence of ver-

balizations is, recorded so that .sequence.analysis can be earl. .

rigid .out. '

Some Influences in the Development of a Category System:

The goal in the work on category systems in this 'project

has been to develop an objectively defined set of categories

relevant to the communication construct and reasonably complete

in the description of the kinds of teaCher communication be-

havior. As we have worked with the systems, it has become

creasingly apparent that even an analysis of the teacher's ver-

bal communication which is intended to be objective and non-

evaluative can be conducted from many different points of view

and levels of inference and abstraction, and furthermore, that

the particular vantage point selected will reflect (intentionally

or not) the assumptions made (with awareness or not) about

what are some of the important aspects of classroom interaction.

In an attempt to clarify our own point of view, we have stated

the following assumptions which have influenced our 'thinking

about the teacher's behavior in the classroom. We assume
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that it makes a difference to the pupils if the teacher:

1. Is interested in finding out what kinds of personal

experiences (both cognitive and noncognitive) the pupils have

had or are having, and what personal meaning or interpretation

they give to these experiences.

2. Shares his own personal experiences with the pupils,

and expresses his personal interpretations and feelings.

3. Has created a climate in which spontaneous reactions

are expressed by the pupils, rather than a climate in which he

calls on pupils and listens to them only for responses to his

questions and directions.

4. Expresses approval of a pupil's behavior or contri-

bution, or merely confirms the accuracy of his answers.

5. Expresses disapproval of a pupil's performance or merely

denies the accuracy of his response.

6. Encourages a pupil at the same time that he denies

the accuracy of at least part of his response.

7. Asks for pupil's suggestions and preferences and

accepts these when expressed.

8. Analyzes some of the material presented, and asks the

pupils to analyze it, and illustrates it, or presents material

as factual information to be learned as stated.

9. Gives frequent directions to be followed precisely,

or gives suggestions which: need not necessarily be followed.
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As stated earlier, one of the primary objectives of the

Mental Health Teacher Education Research Project at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin was to study the influence of the elementary

teacher upon the mental health of children in the classroom.

This section presents the rationale for the selection of instru-

ments which were adapted or developed for the measurement of

dependent variables in the classroom during the teacher-subject's

first year of full-time professional teaching.

At an early stage in the project, it was decided that the

term, "mental health," although useful for denoting the gelral

concept of social and psychological adjustment, had through

-85-
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usage become value-laden and illdefined, and therefore not

amenable to the operation of rigorous conceptual and operational

definition required ire scientific research. An inquiry into

the literature (e.g., Jahoda(15)) made it clear that the task

of defining "iinta) health" is beyond the scope of the present

research. The alternative ylAch was.selocted was to define

personality variables and group variables which are associated

with the-term, "mental
healthe-.:Thilf"resolutiokohi.prikL.;!

lem is in keeping with the exploratory-descriptive theme of

tha.project,..which implies. that the researcher is,exploring

the upiyerseof.indicators undimsuch conditions.-,

On the individual level, the aspects of mental hitAltii which

we have selected to study are.(1) the way in which the indi-

vidual sees himself, including hgi'self-concept, his ideal

self, and his attitudes toward himself, and (2) the way in which

thegindividual,perceives his social environment, including

his -attraction to others in his group, his perception. of

group: as gratifying.. or hostilei.and his attitude toward the:,

schoolAmvironment.

. Several; important; considerations guided the. selection of

the kinds-of/variables which were to be identified and measured.

Theifirst.consideration wes..the requirement that our measures,

be as comprehensive as.possible--that.they tap as many dimen-

sions of personality and of.the quality of.the classroom group

as possible Within the limitations imposed by the administration

of a group questionnaire in elementary. classrooms! The second

consideration wee the fact that.we saw ourselves attempting to
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define important dimensions on two levels, the individual and

the group. In this connection; the work of R. 8. Cattell(3)

is pertinent. Cattell distinguishes three types of group di-

mensions: syntality traits, which correspond to-the personality

traits of the individual person, and are the dynamic, tem-

peramental, and ability traits of the group; internal structure

characteristics, which "concern the relationships among members

of the group"; and population traits, which are mere aggre-

gate values--mein or modal characteristics. Cattell's iden-

tification of the latter type of trait demonstrates that be-

havior patterns can be seen as characteristic of both individuals

and groups. Overt emotional reactions'are at the same that:

part of a personality dimension and part of a group dimension.

From the above considerations, it was seen that we wanted

to define and measure not two types of variables, personality

and social-emotional climate, hit three types: (1) 'social -

emotional climate as a syntality trait, (2) the quality of

interaction in the classroom as a structural characteristic,

and (3) personality variables, both as individual measures

and as population traits.

Conceiving the social-emotional climate of the claisroom

as a syntality trait which can be inferred from interaction

characteristics and from mean values which are given by per-

sonality questionnaires is not inappropriate:- Cattell states

that, "The probable relationship among these three panels

is that if we knew all the laws of social psychology we could

predict the first from the second and third."(3) Also, elementary
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class as an entity,
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ACcuksiotied to...Wirqqg to a particular
. . .

implying: that certain descriptions ohaOiot*rd.
. .

ize the group as .s...group. It is not ;unusual to hear a teacher'"

remark, "That is.a gOOdigroup,".or "They were such a wild'
I

bunch!" The teacHir Probably iereferring.to en.aggregate

-
of individual bihaviora end of the reactions of the children

.
to one another. .

I' :
4

"

Considerations 'arose which relate, spacificially to "the
..

observation of persohilitivariables., ..Primary among
ti

-., ,

considerations the notion.that.:personality is a multi-
17..

.

.,

. .

level phenomenOn. *That is, 1.t:-may be seen as consistingdt"L. ***.

.

,

relatively superficial aspeeta, ,wchwhich role behivitirs-
, , . .

attitudes, and'obsetvible manneriems, and."deoper, underiyihe
V

aspects, which we may think of ea including needs, disliositiOns,

temperament, and the like.,Constructs at the latter level are

not accessible to direct observation and therefore are often

highly inferential. There is considerable skepticism regarding

the question of whether the elementary school teacher has any

influence at all upon the aspects of his pupils' personalities

which have to do with social-emotional adjustment. At the

same time it is in connection with the measurement of these

very aspects of personality that there is the most skepticism.

Therefore a dilemma is seen: to the extent that we focus upon

the objective behavior of the children and avoid references

to theoretical constructs at a "deeper" level, we are looking

At superficial aspects of personality, and if we attempt to get

at measures of mdre subtle emotional dimensions, we are both
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making a larger gap between our instruments and our concepts

and making the' large assumption that the teacher and the class-

room climate measurably influence the deeper-lying emotional

variables. If we choose the course of observing only overt

behavior, we are risking the possibility that the teacher has

exercised successful control over the children, training them

to be "good" pupils, and we are more or less assuming that

emotional problems on the deeper levels will "come out" in

behavior, particularly in that behavior which is observed and

rated. A resolution of the dilemma was found in the selection

of measures which hopefully assess "personality" at both overt

and covert levels.

The selection of measures of classroom structure variables

requires further considerations. First, the important social

structure variables refer generally to the quality of inter-

action among pupils in the classroom. How do the children respond

to one another? How much are individual members attracted to

the group? Are there cliques? Scapegoats? Do the pupils feel

that their peers are hostile toward them? Second, it is ob-

vious that if they are to be part of a pencil and paper test

the measures must consist of peer ratings on sociometric and

other, similar, questions.

A pilot study of a number of instruments provided support

for the proposition that in measuring behavior characteristics

of individuals in groups, the most meaningful operation is the

gathering of data which include self-reports, peer-reports, and

"outside observer" reports which consist of references to those



behavior characteristics which are most..objective antiost

susceptible to discrimination.- In connection with the.litter

point, there is.some evidence that .behavior.which.reflicte Ad4

herence to or deviation from the most salient : :values concerning

social behavior lends itself most, readily toths discrimination*

of persons. Withintbe.brpader framework .of the .research

jectives, this is a convenient and.signifiaant'impression:'

For in dealing with the,ques#on of measuring. socal-emotioriaI

variables which are .relevant for adiustment,ve..have. the prob-"

lam of the selection of measures.which are at the .same time-

indicatorsof the emotional state of the' individual, indicators

of the individual's social adaptation, indicators whioh.reliably

discriminate am9ng.persons, and indicators .which arc related

to the value,structure of the institutional context whithirk

which the.bahavior.occurs. .It appear. that all of these.require-

ments can be met by measures of behavior differences which are

most Apparent to the teacher, the.peers, and the pupil himself.

Not only will teacher and peers be mostperceptive.of such

behavior differences as are related to the most salient values

concerning the elementary school situation, but also 'the pupil

himself may be defined by the teacher as "maladjusted" to the

extent that he violates classroom behavioral norms. This

reasoning led to the final selection, of the instrumentation

described in the next.eection.

kfurther consideration in the selection of measures.wae

the desire to know how the teacher's communication' was perceived

by the pupils. In studying relationships between ..teachers'
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communication behavior and psychological factors in the class-

room, it would be difficult to draw infeitences frOm connections

between observational data (recorded by trained observers) and

pupil behavior if there were little or no connection between

the teacher's communication as rated by the trained observer

and as perceived by the pupils. Also, measures of the pupils'

perceptions of their teacher when compared to measures of the

teacher's perception of himself would provide an index of shared

space in the classroom with regard to the teacher as the object

of perception.

In seeking to measure the important personality variables,

the desire to be as comprehensive as possible led to the iden-

tification of several types of personality dimensions which

have possible relevance for social and psychological adjust-

ment in the classroom.

One important variable is seen in the pupil's self-concept.

As was stated in an earlier paper(10):

We are concerned with the child's feelings of ade-
quacy and whether the classroom experience enhances
or decreases these feelings. Does the experience
of the classroom interaction affect the sed.f-concept
in a manner which helped the child perceive possibili-
ties in himself which he did nct realize were present
or does it cause him to regard himself as less ade-
quate to solve problems and interact with others?

Closely related is the notion of self self-ideal discrepancy.

Previous research has shown self self-ideal discrepancy to be

highly correlated with anxiety. For the measurement of these

variables an instrument was sought which could be used in self

ratings, peer ratings, and ratings by the teacher. The Child
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Report: Children's Behavicr.Characterietide.,Scale

Ideal.).;- Which was patterned from. the ReputatOn Tesdevispd..

by Viltiert Lewis(17), was selected.ag! most suitable for all

these .purposes.:- This questionnaire contains .nine. itsis which

refer- to three-basic constructs. delfined.as,socially adjusted,

aggressive, ichd.socially isolated. It .is readily seen, that

these constructs. correspond to the-three basic personality pat-

ier4ils projected by Karen Horney(13) as. underlying interpersonal

response traits% the tendencies to move towards_people, against

people, or away from people. At the same time, theChild Report:

Childien't.liehaVior Characteristics,Scale (Actual - Ideal) is

recognised as: conforming to an important.principle in the con-

struction of rating. scales, the principle that the constructs

upon whidh respondents are, asked to rate themselves or others

should be kept simple and clear.

The second type of measure to be considered .and accepted

for inclusion in the studycan be described as the.behavioral,

or reputati-onal measure. In briefpthequestion.is, "How is
.

the pupil seen' by his peers and by his teacher ?" ft; he eon-

sistantlY' identified.by certain deperiptions? Htre, the Child

Report: Peer Behavior Characteristics Scale was' used to.rate

:
one another on the items. The teachers were asked to rate the

pupils on the same items (see Teacher Report: Children's,

Behavior Characteristics Scale).

An additional peer-rating instrument was inCluded in order

to assess pupils' responses to one another. on items referring
*,

to communication behavior. The Chilciikeport: dhildients
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space" and partly as a measure of the quality of interaction

in the classroom. Teachers' ratings of the pupils, when com-

pared to peer ratings, would provide a measure of "shared space."

Attitudes of the children toward school and toward learning

were seen as constituting an important dimension. For this

reason, a questionnaire wczs developed which measures the favora-

bility of the pupil's attitude toward school, learning, and

his classroom situation. This was given the title, Child Re-

port: School Attitude Scale.

Finally, it was reasoned that a general personality question-

naire should be administered which would measure as many per-

sonality factors as possible. The purpose here was again complex.

First, there was the desire to learn whethe., significant changes

would be related to teachers' communication behavior. Secondly,

there was a desire to learn the conditions under which certain

types of interaction are observed and under which pupils per-

ceive their teachers in certain ways. A search for such per-

sonality questionnaire led to the selection of the Child Report:

Children's Personality Questionnaire for intermediate grades

and the Child Report: Elementary School Personality Question-

naire for primary grades(5,4) . These tests are the children's

equivalents of the Sixteen Personality Factops Test and are the

result of extensive factor analytic research involving numerous

subjects and questionnaire items(6). The teachers' ratings

of their pupils on the personality factors were also obtained.

It can be seen that three of the theoretical approaches



to the study of personality have been incorporated: the typo-'

logical approach; the trait and 'factor' approach; and the sOdial
. . .

(interaction)approach. Thus the exploratory nature, Of the-

research project is being carried into the 'defeigri for the ob-

.
. . . .

servition of the pupil - subjects.

Several words Of caution are order First,' "social

r . ' . .

adjusinient.,"*.ai one' might infer from the instrumentation; is not

viewed as synonymous with or' indidati'Ve "ientel'health."-
. .

theBy ihe iame iokin, azgreste behaviOr and-withariiiri behavioi.

are not viewed as symptomatic of "1141'iii6diiiteni." HOweer;-'"1

certain measures, or combination of illeasuret *tAll be clonsidered

indicative of situations which are 'COi1duCiVertio; anxiety and.tb*

defensive' attitudes and behavIor, or si't'uations which' inhibit

the learning process and social-emotional development.

For the measurement of structural traits in the classiOft,

two general procedures were adopted, The first was the use

of the Child Report: Peer Choice Rating Scale in which each

child rated every other child in the classroom. The rationale

was that the entire sociometric structure of the class could

be obtained by such a procedure and that a matrix could be

generated which would reveal each child's choice value given to

and received from each other child. From thin matrix could be

measured such variables as reciprocation of choices, stability

of sociometric structure across time, the existence of cliques,

stars, and isolates, and the patterns of choice-giving among

stars and isolates. Also, an important dimension, whidh has

been shown by previous research to be highly 'related to such
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factors as group morale, is the distribution of choice values.

Do only a few pupils receive high socio.A2tric scores and many

pupils relatively low scores when chcsce values received are

totaled, or are choice values fairli evenly distributed?

In connection 4ith tht broader :research objectives, severa

questions were raised: Does the teacher influence the socio-

metric structure of the classroom? Does the distribution of

choices become more evitable in the classroom of a teacher

gives emphasis to creating an acceptant-permissive atmosph

Does the teacher have influence upon relationships betwe

sociometric status of children and other variables such

ment, sex, and peer rat:.ngs on the hcstile-agressive

The second procedure for the measurement of cla

tures traits was based upon the assumption that the

interaction can be operationally defined in terms

in which class members respond to one another on

positive and negative deticriptive items. That

that class members identify one another as ho

the social-emotional climate of the classro

fensive. This rationale elaborated upo

who

ere?

en the

as achieve-

actor?

ssroom struc-

quality of

of the way

a number of

is, to the extent

stile-aggressive,

om is viewed as de-

n in the section which

deals with the description of the instrument. Because the Child

Report: Peer Behavior Characteristics Scale includes the desired

types of items, and because of the time limitations in adminis-

tering a group questionnaire in elementary classrooms, the

decision was made to use the peer ratings on the CR: PBCS for

the purpose of assessing the favo

scriptions of their classnates.

rability of class members' de.



Inssuimary, the .riet&t6 rie.iheVelationthipil-batWeen.

teachers' 'comiunicatiOM'behaior and gent 1 Itialth.in their .class-

rooms -and 'the'difficulties encountered im the conceptualizing.of

'Ttlentalhealth":./ed to the specifidation of:cePtain aspects of

mental health and .to.the'selection of 150:event personality and

grov'Pl .4iriablee.

.

The debign'included two features:-(1). the approach would.be

04crceOtual and would draw'frOm three sdurces.oVperception;:the

pupil, the peers, and the teacher; and (2) observation. Would be

made ai"thrilevels, the individual and the group, with the indi-

vidUal obsvatiOni-cOndisting of self.:.repOrts,'peer-reports.,

and-teadiereports, and the group observations cbAsisting of

Oopu.LatiOn'traiti and structural characteristics; or interaction

froM whichcan'be inferred= the sociali.emotonal climate

of the

Froth theabovedeeign,. two questionnaire booklets were de-

.

.veloped, one fOr pupils and one for taachers. -nle pupil ques-

tiohneire indluded'inetruments for :he measurement vf perceptiOns

of self,. Self-ideal., peers; teacher-, and ideal - teacher, .and for

the meitsuretent of schOO1 attitudes and perigonaltY ...!actors.

the teiLCher questionnaire'included scales.for hiv.vsl:ing- of him-

.

ielf, and.of his pupils.Onbehai/ioresitoms,:com-,

MunicatiokiteMs; and personality factor. descriptiOn.

T tie fdliOwing-section describes.these instruments and the

procedures Usedffor.their analysis.

Child Report: Teacher. Communication Scale (Actval-3deal)
..-

4.1

1
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Description. The Child Report: Teacher Communication Scale,

which consists of twelve items, was developed for the purpose

of measuring children's perceptions of their teacher's behavior

on dimens;ons which correspond to categories found in the ob-

servational recording system. It will be recalled that there

are thirty-five basic categories defined as, for example, "gives

information," "asks for information," and "gives directions."

Two categories are omitted in the children's questionnaire. One

refers to perfunctory agreement, a concept which is not believed

to be amenable to discrimination by elementary school children.

The other refers to the absence of communication--where no sending

or receiving is taking place. The descriptive items and cor-

responding communication categories are shown in Table 10.

The twelve items were selected after analysis of a pilot

study of an instrument containing thirty-six items. Items were

chosen upon the basis of clarity, logical relationship to the

conceptual categories, and discrimination and internal consis-

tency. The form of the final instrument is similar to that of

the Child Re?ort: Behavior Characteristics Scale (Actual-Ideal)

instrument; descriptions of behavior are given, followed by

the question, "Is my teacher like this?"

Because certlin of the items have negative connotation

such that positiv? responses to them might be interpreted as

devaluation cf the teacher when this is not the case, the same

descriptive LtemE are given on a separate page with the question,

"Would I like a leacher like this?" This latter instrument

is referred to ah the Child Report: Teacher Communication Scals



TABLE 10

DESCRIPTIVE ITEMS alliEiCHiK COMMUIfICATfall:'
. ;RASING SCA4E WITH comspouralig. . .

VERBAL 'COMMUNICATIWCATEGO*IES '"

4.

-

A

Item: eScription
..

.11111.MMI

Category

1. Some teachers can give you 5. Gives academically veri-
factS.about:many things: inform4tion ,

'.2. Sbme teachers Aik lots. of 1; 'Ask8. for.acadqmically
questions about things in verifiable information.

school.. . :^.,;

3. Some teachers suggest,dif- 6.-.Gives'suggestion.
ferent things so you can
choose for. yourself..

SoMe-teachers.are*too busy 11.. Inhibits communication.
to notice when you need
help...

5. Some teachers ask you how 2. Seeks or zwccepts direction.

you think things should be
done.

6. Some teachers tell you
exactly what to do.

Gives directions.

7. Some teachers make you feel 12. Shows

as if they don't like you.

8. Some teachers ask you how
you think and feel about
things.

negative feeling.

Asks for opinion.

9. Some teachers let you know 8.. Gives opinion.
how they feel and think
about things.

10. Some teachers listen to you 4. Listens.
when you want to tell them
something.

11. Some teachers can explain 9.

things, clearly.

12. Some teachers make you feel 10.
as if they were your friend.

Gives analysis.

'0

Shows positive feeling.



(Ideal), the former as the Child Report: Teacher Communication

Scale (Actual). The format of the items of the two instruments

remain identical except for the stems. See sample items in

Figure 10.

Some teachers suggest
different things so you
can choose for yourself.

Some teachers suggest
different things so you
can choose for yourself.

YES
Is my teacher
like this?

Would I like
a teacher
like this?

es no NO

YES yes no NO

Fig. 10.Sample items on the Child Report: Teacher Com-

munication Scale (Actual-Ideal)

The Child Report: Teacher Communication Scale (Actual-

Ideal) instrument provides a measure of the pupil's ideal teacher

against which his rating of his teacher can be evaluated and

from which can be inferred the relationships between pupils'

"teacher-ideal" and other variables, such as grade level, sex,'

achievement, and contact with a particular teacher during a

school year.

Analysis. The data from the CR: TCS(A-I) instruments were

summarized for each class as the mean pupil response to each of

the twelve items on the four point scale, the mean discrepancy

between responses to the two questions on each item, and the

total mean discrepancy between responses to the two questions

on each item, and the total mean discrepancy for the twelve

items.



Comparison of the teadheri''ratings on'aiI.of'thi.two14*:'

items immediately appeared to be an'ulineceisiiily'domplex.task..

The nature of the items suggests that there may be'soveral-inder-

lying factors which account for the responses of pupils .to their

teachers on the questionnaire. Therefore the data were sub-
.. ..

jepted.to factor analysis. Five factors were yielded, and four

were rotated...by the vargex method. TherotetecrfectOr matril
. .

is. .in Table. 11. The column headed h2 shows the communali-

ties., Fadtor.loadings 44.0 an4 larger '1
.

tere arbitrarily. se-
. ..

. .

1Weslakindicating.significant contribution of an item to a

factor, except; in, the :case. of Factor. Is,. i which p 40 WAS V*.
. .

cut-off point. Because of the subiecpient utility of. these. J1-

factorst.in. later. -analysis 'of, the: data., they Are discuL.Jed here

in some detail. The first factor, "Interest in Inerpersonal
. . .

Relationships," accounts for 37 per cent of the total variance

and includes four.items.(sie Ttble.12). The lector seems to

indicate teachers' concern foryhathetpupils think and feel

and teachers' willingness to reveal personal opinions. to the..

pupils. The teacher who scores high on Factor I might be.de-

scribed as interested in personal content and in establishing

a relationship with the pupils which is conducive to the.ex-

pression of personal material.

The second factor, "DireCtiveness," which accounts for 23*

per cent of the total variance, includes items that relate fo.:

the structuring of classrOom procedure (see Table 13).

The directions of the factor loadings indidate that teachers
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TABLE 11

ROTATED FACTOR MATRIX OF THE TWELVE ITEMS ON THE

CHILD REPORT: TEACHER COMMUNICATION
SCALE (ACTUAL)

Item Factors

I. II. III.

1. .203 .055 -:009

2. .420 .261 .026

3. .179 -.256 .138

4. .034 .429 -.125

5. .467 -.359 -.007

6. -.046 .351 -.012

7. .035 .176 -.460

8. .538 -.189 .121

9. .489 -.017 .102

10. .087 -.004 .222

11. .097 -.098 .149

12. .212 .005 .467

IV. h2

.332 .155

.166 .273

.184 .151

-.159 .226

.070 .352

.095 .134

-.152 .267

.175 .370

.110 .262

.402 .218

.353 .166

.107 .275

TABLE 12

FACTOR I - INTEREST IN INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS

ismemprimorigsmiwoMmeuipillimerall=111111Imftill
isammillmMolowes

Item Description Factor
Loading

8 Ask you how you think and feel about. things .538

9 Let you know how they feel and think about things .489

5 Ask you how you think things should be done . 467

2 Ask lots of questions about things in school . 420
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TABLE.13

FACTOR bIRECTIVENESS

.
Descriptioir::

.. . . Vietor'.
Loading,

4

6
2

5

3

Are too busy to notice when you need help

tell you exactly-What4to-do
. Ask lots of questions about things in school.

Ask how you think things should be done

:Suggest different things po you oan.choose for

yourself

.429
.,351
.261

-.359
-.256

2

who score high on Factor II are seen by their pupiis as too bUsy

to notice when help is needed, telling pupils exactly what to

. .

do, asking many questions, and giving little opportunity for"

pupils to suggest or select alternative Procedures' and activities.

The third factor, "Relatability," which accounts for 20.

per cent of the total variance, includes items thit are clearly
1

affective in connotation (see Table 14). It is interesting to

TABLE 14

FACTOR III = RELATABILITY

Item Description. Factor
Loading

12' Make you feel as if they were your friend .467

10.. Listen to you
thing

when you want to tell them some- .222

7 Make you feel as if they don't like yoa -.460

I

note that.the item which refers to listening is included in

the factor. Apparently the factor could almost be called
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"receptiveness," or "responsiveness." In any case, the teacher

who is seen as a listener is also seen as one who shows positive

affect.

The fourth factor, "Academic Orientation," accounts for

20 per cent of the total variance and inclucies items which are

basically related to the sending-receiving dimension. At first

glance, the factor is paradoxical to the extent that sending and

receiving are thought of as opposite poles of a continuum, i.e.,

the signs of the opposing items should change. However, it is

important to recognize that the children were not asked to (Ul-

timate the proportion of time their teacher spent in each type

of behavior--they were asked to rate the extent to which'the

description "fit" their teacher. Also, the general nature of

the factor rules out halo effect as an explanation. Therefore

the factor is seen as describing a dimension which may be de-

fined as concern for academic exchange. Teachers who score

high on this factor relative to other factors are perceived by

their pupils as concentrating on subject matter, (See Table

15.)

TABLE 15

FACTOR IV - ACADEMIC ORIENTATION

Item Description Factor
Loading

10 Listen to you when you want to tell them something .402

11 Can explain things clearly
.353

1 Can give you the facts about many things .332
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.

TheAtonstruct,validity.9t:thCgour.,teacher rotklufaators

.wad.tested'by the .method of investigating Pts,vslation-

ships between the factors, treated as variables, and other.

variableivvith OichAhey.canItheorwcically be 0411),ctedto cor-

relate....Two.procedures:were usedt,olorrelattoo einalystsyand.

contingency Analysis. ...,. .
t

It maivexpeoted that the:perceptioncoftWbers-by_pupils

on.the.didiensions:deftned by wp44 beRelate&to.

such: variables as; avorability of,schoolatt4tv4esi:speioaeVvic

status, achtevementIevelo. aex,Agrade_leveli an&perso*OXIVY.:1

ratings.- I

.Pupilet_ratings. oUtheir. teachers. on.Factor:I,,"Interest

iivInter.-personal.Relationships.,As.found.to.be'POrrslated,

positively with their socioraetric.statuse school attitu4el.fayor-

ability score., and.negatiVely with their gn Factor scspreon

0, "anxiety." 'Tbere.were.no unanticipated. correlations. .Grade

level. Was. inversely.relsted-to teachers' ratings.

Ratings by.pupilevor their teachers on .Factor /II, "Relat-

ability," were correlated positively with school attitude favor-

ability scores and with measures of pupils' "sociability," and

negatively with self- and peer - ratings on the hostile-aggressive

factor of tile CR:. PBCS.. Ratings were higher-by girls and by

high achievers.

Ratings. on .Factor IV, "MAdemic Orientation," were cor7.

related with positive attidues toward school. Ratings wars...

higher by girls and by high achievers.

In summary, all four factors demonstrate some aonstruet
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validity, while only that of the first three faCtors can be

said to be satisfactory.

Child Report: Peer Communication Scale

Description. The Child Report: Peer Communication Scale,

developed by members of the project, consists of eight items

which refer to certain of the communication categories employed

in the analysis of the teacher's communication pattern. The scale

was developed and administered to the pupil-subjects for two

primary purposes: first, as a measure of "shared space" when

compared with the teacher's ratings of the pupils on a similar

instrument, and second, as a means of determining the extent

to which children are perceptive of behavior differences on the

dimensions defined by the items and the extent to which the

items are related to other variables, e.g., sociometric status.

The administration procedure was the same as that for the

Child Report: Peer Behavior Characteristics Scale. Inter-

mediate pupils read the items and referred to a printed class

list for classmates' numbers; the administrator read the items

to primary pupils, who referred to a composite class photograph

for classmates' numbers. A sample item is shown in Figure 11.

8. Some children ask you how you think things should be done

Who are They?

Fig. 11.--Sample item from the Child Report: Peer Com-

munication Scale.
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Analysis. As in the case of the Child Report: 'deer Behavior

Characteristics Scale, raw data were coded for numerical inilysis

as the number of nominations received by each child on each

item. To date, analysis.consists of A study of internal con-.

sistency and the correlations between pupil's ratings on the

items and .twenty other variables including other.peer.ratings,

CPQ Factor scoresi and sociometric. status scores.

Child Report: Peer Behavior Characteristics Scale

Description. The Child Report: Peer Behavior CharaCter-
..

istics Scale, which is a variant of standard sociometric pro-

cedure, involves the presentation of brief behavior character-

istics to a group of children with instructions to assess which
r

members of their peer group fit the description.

The CR: PBCS used in this study was adapted from a test

developed by Lewis(17), who had analyzed and revised items from

earlier studies done by Havighurst and others(12) and Mitchell

(18).

This is a nine-item test, three items describing each of

the three constructs: socially acceptable, aggressive, and

socially isolated. The construct of social acceptability includes

active involvement in highly-valued peer group activities, spon-

taneity in expression of feelings and attitudes, and a minimum

of internalized tensions or conflict with the environment, as

characteristic role behaviors. The aggressive Construct is

characterized by involvement.in social activities, but accom-

panied by open conflict and the expression of intense negative
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feelings..:The social ig).0tion,construct involves. withdrawing

behaviorstemotional.conctriction,,andgeneralizakinternal

tensions. Lewis reported that Aach.group of threej;ems.proved

to be internally.00nsisti)nti to have. CLgnificant positive core:

relation. with the group 0 three itemsiand,tojlave no,correle,r,

tiowwitkitems represenIting the.other two constructs. .The,.

test-retest reliabilitie; of.the three groups of, items werees7.

tiMated as .-9.3 for social.acceptability, ..82:for_aggreesive.malr

adjUstmentl.and..72 for social isolation.

The. format of the items. (see.sample.items.inFigure.l2).. ci

is designedssotbat:the:?.onstructs appear in.

sociallyacceptable items are ordered, as #1: #4, and

Which children are good at starting games and getting thihgs

oin the ones t
4
think of Interesting things .to. do? .

2. Which children_auirrel and ar ue .4 lot? .

;

3. Who are the boys and girls that are too "shy to Make'fri.emde

easil ? -

Fig. l2.--Sample items from the Child Report: Peer Behav-

ior Characteristics Scale.

In Order to facilitate the children's task of responding

about their peers, and for ease in computation of their responses,
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a sheet possessing the names of each child in the classroom

with an accompanying identification number was presented to

each child with the test form. In the case of grades 1 and 2

where namJ recognition would be difficult, a composite photo-

graph of all the children in the classroom with identifying

number was given each child. Intermediate grade children were

instructed to read each item and respond by putting the numbers

(corresponding to the child on the name sheet) of the boys and

girls whom they selected as possessing the characteristics of

that particular item. In the case of primary grade children,

the test administrator read the items and the children were

instructed to look over the photograph and respond by putting

down the numbers (corresponding to the pictures on 7the composite

photograph) of the boys and girls they think the description

refers to. The children were instructed that they need not

fill all the boxes and that if they needed more space they could

put more than one number in the box.

Analysis. The raw data were coded for numberical analysis

as the number of nominations received by each child on each item.

This operation provided for analysis at two levels, that of the

class and that of the individual. The number of nominations

received by individuals can be examined for their relationships

with other variables, such as sex, self-concept, teacher ratings,

and favorability of school attitudes. At the same time, each

class can be represented in terms of such measures as the number

of children named on each item, the total number of nominations



made by the class on each item, and the distribution of nomina.s.

Av

..Because of he complexity of both the instrument and the

purpose for whicl.it was used, the data yielded by the CR: PBCS

were analyzed in.several ways. While the structure of the instru-

ment is describe 1 above, a discussion of the complex purpose

_for which it was used is in order.
,

In the. most general terms, the CR: PBCS (peer nomination

technique) was u ;ed as a. partial measure of the favorability of

the social-emotiimalclimate of the classroom. The rationale

for its .use.. was, that; .to the extet that peers are indicated
. .

as described by favorable vs. unfavorable items, the social-

emotional clima :e is favorable, and, the obverse, the indication

of peers,on unfavorable items is positively related to the

unfavorability of climate.

This rem4ining follows from these premises: (1) The items

referring to socially accepted behavior and socially accepted

persons also refer to the persons with positive valence fnv the

respondent. (2) The items referring to aggressive behavior

And to withdrawn, socially isolated behavior refer to persons

having negative valence for the respondent. (3) The elemen-

tary school pupil is a member of a nonvolunatry group situation

in the classroom, and, as such, his "morale" is highly dependent

upon the positive vs. the negative attraction which the group

has for him. (4) The positive vs. negative attraction of the

group for its members can be operationally defined as the ten-

dency of its members to be named by one another on positive
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vs. negative, or favorable vs. unfavorable, descriptions.

It was. further reasoned that the attraction of the group

is a function .sot only of the tendency for members to be named

but for members to identify others on favorable descriptions

when given the opportunity to do so. Therefore the taTV1 number

of nominations made on each item was recorded as a class mea-

sure, and an index was derived which incorporates both the num-

ber of pupils named on an item and tho number of possible choices

utilized by all class members. This index is expressed in terms

of the proportion named and the proportion of possible choices

used; hence it is referred to as the "cross proportion."

Also, in order to determine how many pupils were being nomi-

nated with some consensus, it was decided that the number of

pupils receiving more than the expected number of nominations

on each item should be studied. The expected number of nomina-

tions was believed to be represented by the population mean.

(This mean was preferred to the class mean because in classes

with high means only a few pupils may exceed the mean, in which

case misrepresentative figures would have resulted). One as-

sumption underlying the above operation is that persons receiving

one or two nominations on an item represent random choosing.

Hence, on any item, the number of nominations made may be taken

to represent (1) the extent to which the description is felt

by the pupils to characterize members of the class or (2) the

presence of positive or negative attraction, according to the item.

The number of persons who receive more than the expected number

of nominations may be taken to represent (1) the "sharing" of
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the behavior or quality.described0z) the intensity of, positive

or negative attraction which.named members. have for the group,

and (3).the'consensus of opinion among clasi 'Members regarding

the applioabiiitir of the description to particular personi:

Items whichload each of the three actori On'the'CRt.'Plke

were combined in order to assess the iendency of the class to

be-charadierizeiraddording to each behaVior cluster. 'This com-

biligtioh wail.accoplished by comPuiing the prObability'ihatA.

person drawn at random ih*the class was named at leaitonce..-

on at least one of the items. on that factor. Probability statis-

tics were Utilized to facilitate :the comparison of classes dif-

fering-in size.

Finally, two indices were computed' f5/each.class which

indicate the combined tendencies of class meliberstoname one

another' and to be named on both favorable and unfavorable items.

The.firit of theie indices, called the Primary Index' of. Social

Acceptance (PISA) is the probability that a child drawn at ran-

dom in the class. Was. named on at least one of the favorable

items and on none of the unfavorable'items. The secondindex,

the Refined, Index of Social Acceptance, is the probability that

a child drawn at random in the class was na,ed more than the

expected number' 'of times on at .least ore of the favorable.items

and on none of the' unfavorable items.

In-shortl-the instrument hatr been used in the present re-

search 'primarily as a diagnostic device for classes rather. than

as a diagnostid screening device for individuals.

Formulae for the.ciass statiitics.are presented below:
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The cross proport'on for each item is given by

P =
Number named at least once Number of choices given

Possible number of dhoices

The probability that a pupil was named on at least one item on

the socially accepted factor is given by,

Psac = 1 - [(1 P) (1 - P4) (1 - P7)]

and the probability that a pupil was named at least once on at

least one of the items on the socially accepted factor but not

once on any of the other items is given by

PISA = P
sac

(1 - P
hag

) (1 - P
wid

)

where Phag is the probability that a person was named on at least

one item on the hostile-aggressive factor and Pwid is the proba-

bility that a person was named on at least one item on the with-

drawn-social isolate factor.

Analysis was made of the individual correlations between

factor scores, PISA, and a number of other variables, including

the CPQ Factor scores, and the sociometric status scores. Cor-

relations generally gave substantial evidence for the reliability

and validity of both the data and the constructs.

Child Resort: Children's Behavior Characteristics Scale Actual-

ea

Description. The purpose of the Child Report: Children's

Behavior Characteristics Scale (Actual-Ideal) is to elicit from

the pupil an intra-self measure of the relationship between a

pupil'i perception of his environment and his conception of

what it ought to be. What is looked for is the degree of dis-

crepancy between ire pupil's self perception and an ideal self;
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between his perception of himself as he is and as he would like

to be.

The CR: CBCS is a nine-item test, three items describing

each of the three constructs: socially adjusted, aggressive, .

and socially isolated. These items, except for form are similar

to the items used in the Child Report: Peer Behavior Character-

istics Scale. These same items were selected for this test be-

cause it afforded an opportunity of indicating congruence or

incongruence between a student's perception of himself and the

way he is perceived by others, a check as to what extent a stu-

dent's image of himself matches the image his classmates have of

him.

In the first part of the CR: CBCS(Ideal) the student is

asked to indicate how strongly he would like to be or would not

like to be the person described. In the second part of the

CR: CBCS(Actual), the items are repeated and the student is

asked to indicate how strongly he feels he is like or is not

like the person described. In order to reduce the influence

of the pupil's responses to the first part upon his responses

to the second, the two parts are widely separated in the test

booklet. The two responses by the student (i.e., whether or

not he wants to be like and whether or not he is like) are

then compared in the scoring process, after which the amount of

discrepancy between the two tests becomes the index of self -

concept.

The format of the items (see sample items in Figure 13)

remains identical except for the stems--Do I want to be like



this? and Ai l3.ke this'?

..Actual .

1. Some., childrop- ape, good: at
starting games and getting
things z4lpg...:1Thity. think .,

of interesting things to do.'

'1

..4Y/L$ es no.NO
AM.I like this?

.

,

Ideal

1. Some Children are good at
starting games
things going.
of interesting

1

.arAdgetting ..po.I want.to
Trey think be like thiSI
W,ngs.to.do.

11=10

YES es no 110

Fig. l3.--Sample items from the Child Report: ChindreWs
Behavior Characteristics Scale, (Actual-Ideal).

Respopses.t9 the items were scored 4, 3,

and I, re:speotively, and; were tabulated for machine analysis,.;;

Primary analysis consisted of the summarizing of data from each

class. .A.computer program was written which computed the mean

response score for each item on each of_the two parts, the.m,an

dp3crepancy score for each pair of corresponding items, and the

total mean discrepancy. The 'mean self-concept" of a claas on

each of the three constructs, or factors, was computed by summing

each child's responses to the items on each construct fur a fac-

tor score and finding the mean factor score for the class. These

in turn were printed by the computer as the "mean. self- concept

profile," in which the three factor scores appear from left to

right as aggressive, socially acceptable, and socially isola-

ted. Correlation analysis of the mean self-concept profile
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scores has provided evidence of their construct validity.
.11

Individual's fddior scores on the self-ratings were cor-

related with a number of other variables as part, of an ancillary

study of pupil's:perceptions of self, teacher, and paers. The

correlations give.substantial evidence of the construct validity

of the three factor scores.

Analysis is currently being directed toward the discrepancy

scores' and their relationships with other variables such is

sex,. age, :school attitude, achievement, and sociometric statue.

Child Re ort: 'Children's Personalit uestionnaireEarly
c oo ersona

Cattell's "Chiidren.'s Personality 9ueition-

nire"(6)
.

and .Coan's "Early School Personal4y...Qestionnaire"

(4i were used as the instruments for assessineperi;t5nalltY pat-

terns,lof the pupil-subjects in this study.. The cm measures

eiet'of distinct dimensions. of personality. The ESPQ,adjus-

ting items for age interest, makes use of the same principle

personality dimensions.

Because of time limitation in test schedules, it was neces-

sary to restrict the questionnaires to eight. factors. Those

factors selected for incLusion in this study ar shown in Figure

14.

Both the CPQ and ESPQ were administered in group situations.

Certain differences should be noted between ihe make-up and ad-

ministration of the two questionnaires. The CPQ was administered

in grades 4 through 6. Each of the eight factors'contained five

items arranged cyclically in terms of factors. The students
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A. CYCLOTHYMIA
(warm, outgong,
sociable)

C. EGO STRENGTH
(stable, realistic,
calm)

E. DOMINANCE
(aggressive, self-assertive,
rebellious, self-assured)

SURGENCY
(gay, talkative,
enthusiastic)

G. SUPER EGO STRENGTH
(conscientious, determined,
persistent)

H. PARHIA
(thick-skinned, socially
bold, impulsive)

O. GUILT PRONENESS
(worrying, discouraged,
lonely)

Q4 HIGH ERGIC TENSION
(tense, restlessly
active)

.

SCHIZOTHYMIA
(critical, stiff, aloof)

EGO WEAKNESS
(emotionally immature,
can't face realities)

SUBMISSIVENESS
(dependent, obedient,
mild)

DESURGENCY
(sober, depressed,
glum)

SUPER EGO WEAKNESS
(undependable, casual,
guitting)

THRECTIA.
(timid, threat-
sensitive)

UNPERTURBED ADEQUACY
(secure, confident)

LOW ERGIC TENSION
(relaxed, low tension
drive)

Fig. 14.--Certain ESPQ - CPQ factors.

were asked to read the 40 statements, with each statement con-

taining two possible choices, and to "mark the side that fits

you better." The ESPQ was given to grades 1 through 3. Each

of the eight factors contained six items also arranged cyclically

in terms of factors. Here the items were react aloud and the chil-

dren were instructed to mark the choice which fits them best.

With the use of a scoring key, each child's questionnaire was

checked and a score was recorded for each of the eight factors.



Analysis. Factor scores were tabulated for machine 'analysis.

Use of the computer foranalysis has made possiblo.the eaSy.;con-

version of raw scores to stens or staves in the event such scores

were required by a paiticular.analysis...Also,. corrections for

Sex and age differences in-scores, recommended by Cattell-in

the Handbook for the CPQ, are made as asubroutine in computer

programs which compare groups involving sex and age differences.

*Correlations between CPQ and ESPQ factors scores and other

variables have been studied.

alkUumal....lamUttiI4L12411
....IEtionDesc. All pupil respondents were administered, as

a. part of the test battery, a series of twelve items designed

to measure the favorability of elementary school pupils' atti-

tudes toward school. The items are intended to assess positive

or negative attitude with reference to several aspects of the

school situation: the classroom, learning, schoolwork, 'and school

in general. Several of the items are original in the present

research, while others are borrowed from earlier studies.

There are six positive and six. negative statements, ordered

in such a way as' to reduce bias from response set.

The format' of: the items see sample items in. Figure 15)

is designed to reduce the operation of. the tendeupy to give

socially approved respOnses,*br a bias in the direction of social

approval. By prefixing the items with the clause, "Some children

say," it was hoped that the attitude expressed by each item
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SOME CHILDREN SAY:

I enjoy most of the things Do you feel
I do in school. like this?

I think school is a waste Do you feel
of time. like this?

YES yes no NO

YES es no NO

Fig. 15.--Sample items from the Child Report: School

Attitude Scale.

would be regarded as the "norm" for a set of children and that

the respondent would be more willing to express his own negative

feelings if he were "agreeing" with this imagined set of peers.

Intermediate grade-level pupils were instructed to read the

items and mark their responses, and the items were read aloud

to the primary grades. Testing personnel were advised to take

special precautions against confusion resulting from double

negatives. That is, they were told to emphasize that the child

was to answer the question, "Do you feel like this?" rather

than to state the corollary to: "I don't like all the hard work

we have in school."

Analysis. From the research population of approximately

1,070 pupils, data from 822 pupils were used for analysis of the

instrument. These data excluded responses from pupils who were

judged to be unreliable, and excluded the entire test of any

respondent who failed to respond to one or more items on this

test.

Test data were tabulated on IB cards and were submitted

to analysis on the CDC 1604 computer by use of the Generalized
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Item and Test Analysis Program (GITAP).* This program provides

a score for each individual, a frequency distribution of the test

scores, summary statistics of the sample, internal consistency

reliability of the test by means of Hoyt's Analysis of Variance

Method, item difficulty, and item-criterion correlation, either

biserial r or point biserial r.

The input routine includes a set of scoring key cards upon

which the item response weights are punched. This feature per-

mits the varying of weighting schemes, even to the extent of

omitting particular items by assigning all responses zero weights.

The School Attitude scores were developed by running the

GITAP program several times with different weighting schemes.

The first analysis was made with item responses weighted 4,

3, 2, and 1, or according to the coding system which was used

for all responses on the "YES, yes, noiNO" scale. Item statistics

indicated that other weighting systems would be more appropriate.

For example, it was learned that for each item all responses

except the one at the favorable extreme were correlated nega-

tively and significantly with the total scores. This meant that

for a positive item a child who responded "yes" was more likely

to have a low total favorability score than a high one, which

in turn indicated that the respondents did not "see" the scale

which was intended by the response alternatives. Apparently,

the four step scale taps heavily the negative end of the attitude

range. This is probably an artifact of the reluctance of children

*ritten by Frank Baker, on library tape in the University

of Wisconsin Numerical Analysis Laboratory.



to express negative ittItudet toward'school (and ihthority figures),

a reluctance which resulted in the'l[arking'of "yes" responses .

when "no" or "NO" were the covert Vesponses-(see4 the' frequency

distribution of item ctioices Presiinted Table 16). .;rtem%de.!

s&Aiptions are found -in Appendix.L.*

TABLE.16...
..

FREQUENCY.ATSTRI4UTION OF ITEM RESPONSES AND
CORRELATION -OF FAVORABLE RESPONSE

WITH TOTAL TgsT SCORE

.

*Item Item Responses

YES yes

3.

4.

.5..
6.

7.!

8.

9.

'10.

11.

12.

.501 .228

15.7 17
441 184

105. 37

552 201

WO 106

.142 125

381 238

72 40

119 65

127 - 122

487. , 154

" :NO

46.

168.

89

54
.:

...

54

23

116

130

79

120

152

77

.4.

47

320

107

626

.45

$3

439

.73

631

527

421

104

.84.

.74

.79.

.58

.88

.76

.84

.88

.76

.79

.75

.73

The final run was made with the extremely favorable response

on each item weighted seven (the highest possible weight) and

all other responses weighted zero. Table 161 .0iovs-the frequency
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distribution of total score.

The Hoyt Reliability coefficient was .84, and the correla-

tion of extremely favorable responses to each item with total

scores is shown in thi'right-hand column of Table 16.

..

Child Report: Peer Choice Rating

Description. The Child Report: Peer Choice test .employed

in this study was patterned after a procedure developed by Virgil

Herrick and staff in the Wisconsin Growth Study(23). The method

used was to record a "feeling" response of every child in the

classroom for every other child in the classroom. Names of each

of the children were printed on small 1" x 2" cards and each child

received a complete set of these cards. In the case of grades

1 and 2, where name recognition would be difficult, each child

received a set of small 1" x 1" pictures of his classmates.

The children were instructed to .sort these names (or pictures)

according to their regard for them. Three envelopes were also

distributed with the cards (or pictures) with the words "YES,"

"yes," and "NO" printed on them. On the first sort, children

were instructed to place the names (or pictures) of children

they would like to play with in the "BIG YES" envelope and those

they would not like to play with in the "BIG NO" envelope. On

the next sort, after removing the "BIG NO" envelope and replacing

it with the "little yes" envelope, the children were instructed

to take the names originally assigned to the "BIG YES" envelope

and place those names (or pictures) of the children they especially

liked to play with in the "BIG YES" envelope. Figure 16 gives a
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break-down of this sorting procedure..

Sort 1

Like to play with
3:

Do not prefer to play with

. .
. . I

Sort 2:
'..

EsRecially like to play with

.

Like tcully with
i

Fig. 16.4.-Stidiometteic :card sort 'into -three preference
levels.

. . 1

Arialysie;: The pijeferenci choices were sacred 4,,29 aR4:X. .

foi;'thi "YES4'"yes," and 'IN" responseiG respeotivslY, 41rWmpore

;r141cordeiVIOr oath' clais in .an N x N matrix where VrePrOsent,%

ofillublects-in the' class at the .tioc.ot.fOnio*Oria

tesiingi. SubjetitiO name's or identificationnumbors were.Xiatsd

ibe top and'left--hand margins, usually An alphaboticel..!

Columns= represented choice values given, and.rowlx:fopr

ioesented-Chbice-values received. That is, the preference,ra#ngs

gf'ven' Dye arfihdividual were listed in. the column beneatt-hks.

name or number, in the rows corresponding to the persons to

whOM he had given the ratings.

Summing the choice 'values received gave each subject a socio-

metric status scot.; or an index of preference from the entire

class.

The stability Of choices.on the three .administrations of the

test in October, January andMay, was analyzed by computing

for each class -the proportion of choice values given that remained

the same in subiequent testing. At the same time, the propor-

tions of increase in choice values given and decrease in choice

cC1

U
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values given were computed for each class. The raw data and

proportions were computed and printed by the computer in the

form of tranri*ional matrices. Present analysis is dealing

with the question of the conditions under which there is stability,

"upgrading" and "downgrading."

Classes are also being analyzed in terms of mean socimietric

value given (the mean sociometric status score divided by Ni)-

as an overall index of liking. Several important questions

are being treated: What is the relationship between the teacher's

communication behavior and the mean sociometric value given?

What are the relationships between sociometric values given and

such variables as school attitude, perception of the teacher,

and personality factor scores?

Finally, it is hoped that an index of "peer acceptance"

can be developed from a combination of sociometric status scores

and nominations on negative descriptive items on the peer-rating

questionnaires. The notion of peer acceptance is defined here

as the liking of a person in spite of the fact that he is seen

as possessing undesirable traits. Where peer acceptance is

low, there should be a high negative correlation between socio-

metric status and nominations received on the unfavorable de-

scriptive items. If peer acceptance is high in a class, there

should be little or no correlation between these variables.
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APPENDIX A

TEACHER REPORT: CARTOON SITUATIONS TEST

Cartoon Description

I. Two little girls playing
dolls. One child is handing

a doll to the other.

II.

IV.

A teacher carrying a
screaming and kicking child
into the principal's office.

Three children painting
at easels, two are covered
with paint. The third child,

a little boy, is explaining to

the teacher.

A boy had bound his baby
brother (or sister) to the
back of a chair and is ex-
plaining to his mother who
looks angry.

V. A teacher is playing the
piano for the children who
are dancing around, each
holding a handkerchief in the

air. One child is lying prone
under the piano bench.

A small boy standing in
front of an officer at a desk

in a precinct court with tears
rolling down his face. An-
other officer writes down the
nature of his crime.

VI.

VII. A teacher, around whom the

children with baleful looks in

their eyes have built a high

building block enclosure, is
greeting a surprised looking
parent as she enters the door.

-127-

Caption.

"It's yours for keeps--
until 1 want it."

"Peter is a trifle
over-stimulated, Miss
Gaffney. May he visit
with you until he
calms down?"

"But I had to paint
him green, Miss
Johnson...I used all
the purple on Sally."

"Honest, Mom, it
was an accident."

"The children are
all little sailboats,
but Gerald forgot his
handkerchief, so he
has to be a submarine.'

"I've come to give
myself up...I threw
the spitball at Miss
Hogan."

(The teacher says:)
"For the first time
this term they are
cooperating beauti-
fully."



APPENDIX B

TEACHER REPORT: SEMANTIC DIFFERENTIALS

Your Name:
.1=1/10

Date:

bePerson to described:

1. successful 1 III 1 III unsuccessful
.....................

2. severe 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lenient

3. active 1 1 t 1 I 1 1 1 passive

4. obscure 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 lucid

5. skillful 1 1 1 1 1 1 I I inept

6. serious 11111111 humorous

.

7. fair 1 I 1 1 I 1 1 I unfair

8. excitable 11111111 calm

9. sensitive 1 I melt indifferent

10. uncritical '
1 moll skeptical

.....

11. naive I 1 1 1 I 1 1

....._
1 sophisticated

12. rational 1 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 intuitive

13. eccentric 1 t 1
' ' " ' conventional

-129-
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14. aloof

.

15. cautious

-130-

I I
MMINIff.

o

sociable

rash



APPENDIX C

TEACHER REPORT: STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS

First Interview Questions

1. At this point how do you feel about becomthg a teacher?

2, As a person who is planning to be a teacher you have probably

given some thought to ideas or attitudes you would like to

develop in the children you teach, ideals that reflec

your personal convictions. Can you tell me about some If

these and how you think they might affect your teaching

3. People are the same in many ways but no two people are alike.

What are some ways in which you are different from other

people?

4. If you were somehow granted the ability to change yourself

in any way you choose in what ways would you like to be

different than you are?

5. How about your good points? What helps you to be successful

in some of your activities?

6. Think of a teacher you have known whom you hold in particu-

larly high esteem. (Please remember the same teacher you

used on the person description test that you have taken.

If you haven't taken the person description test yet please

remember the teacher whom you describe to me and use him

or her when you answer the test,) Now describe this teacher

to me so that I can understand what sort of person he or

she is and why you feel as you do.

7. Now try to think of a leacher whom you didn't like, or of

whom you felt especially critical. (Please remember the

same teacher you used on the person description test that

you have taken. If you haven't taken the person descrip-

tion test please remember the teacher whom you describe to

me and use him or her when you answer the test.) Now de-

Eicribe this teacher to me so that I can understand what

3ort of a person he or she is and why you feel as you do.

8. You are the teacher in a first grade classroom. You are

-131-
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Appendix C

particularly concerned about one little girl, Alice, because
she seems unusually shy' and nsecure with the other children.
Another girl in the class publicly accuses Alice of taking
a dollar bill brought for a lunch ticket. Alice tearfully
denies it, caving the dollar she has is one she brought to
'school for her lunch ticket. The other child repeats her
accusationi'WEying she saw Alice take. the money, :1. do
you think your response would be?

of
.

9. Suppowyou are &fourth grade teacher.. :One, .yOur pupils,
Jimmy,has repeatedly.lad apparently.painfulstomach aches,
usually beginning' abou..:' thirty minutes afters school *starts.
His family physician can find nothing.particularly.4rong
.wit) jam physically, and his mother reports that when she
,.takes-him homo from sdho)1 on these.occasions he feels
better and wants to go out to'play. .What would be your'
course of action?

10. You are a new member of the lacultyof.an elsTentary,school.
Another teacher tells 'you'thatthe third grade teacher hks
been spreading rumors that you are using new,proceclures in
order.to.get out of some of the routine tasks that' have
been customary in this school:. What would you do?

11.. The mother :of one ofthe.children in your classroom tells
the principal that her. son .has 'failed to learn to read be-

.cause you were inefficient in your teaching methods.. When
the principal calls you into his office to ;get your 'version
what would you tell. MO

.

12. One of thepupils injoUr Seventh grade aisle' is openly dis-
respectful.and refuses to obey and. cooperate with you.
What can you do?

13. A student'is introauced to a variety of new concepts or.
ideas, or ways of looking at the world during,his coll4e
career. I would like" you to pick out one: important idea
that you haVe.endbunisred and then assuming I know 'nothing
about it try to, explain'it to me as clearly as you .can.

14; Imaginethat you .have.bien called in to substitute .on the
spur of.the moment in a 'third grade classroom. The teacher
has asked .you to take .fifteen minutes. to introduce to the
class the concept 'of .Withoutany time for special
preparation, what are some of the things you would do or
talk about to the class?.:
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Third Interview Questions

1. Think of a teacher you have know whom you hold in particu-

larly high esteem. (Please remember the, same teacher you

used in the first interview and on the person description.

test.) Now describe this teacher to me so that I can under-

stand what sort of person he or she is and why you feel

as you do.

2. Now think of a teacher whom you didn't like, or of whom you

felt especially critical. (Please remember the same person

you used in the first interview and on the person descrip-

tion test.) Now describe this teacher to me so that I can

understand what sort of person he or she is and why you

feel as you do.

3. Now that you've had two semesters with some experience in

teaching, what are your feelings about teaching?

4 Suppose you are in your first year of reaching; in. an ele-

mentary school. The teachers have met informally to discuss

discipline procedures. A majority of the teachers have come

to the conclusion that, in general, children that consistently

cause problems should be turned over to the principal, and

the discipline left to his discretion.. As a member of this

group, what do you think you would say or do in this situ-

atioA?

5. How would you describe yourself as a parson/

6. What kind of a person would you ideally like to be?

7. Suppose that in your fourth grade classroom two of the

9. Imagining that such would be possible, describe to me as

where in the room. Susie, whom you have trusted, had signed

out the books, but claims she had returned them. What

aca-

demically and socially, how would you communicate your
decision to the parents?

would be your course of action?

8. If you are going to retain Jimmy for a second year in your

grade, because he has failed to perform adequately, aca-

library books are reported missing. They can be found no-

specifically as you can what your ideal teaching placement

would be like and how you would ideally like to be as

lia teacher within this situation.

10. I would like you to take the concept of electricity, and then,

assuming that I know nothing at all about it, try to explain

it to me as clearly as you can.
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Fourth Intervimjeuestions

INow that.you have been introduced to.y64r practice teaching

l

0ituation will you till me about it especially those aspects
that seem most important. to you.. If not mentioned: What
about the cooperating teacher?' What about the children
in the room?)

. . 1

Could: you tell -me as much as poosible about. iust what you
.hope to gain from your practice teaching experience?'

3. What do you thinkare the .most important respontibilitie4
of the teacher in the classroom?

4. How do you feel about assuming these esponsibilities?. Which
ones will be more: ifficult fot you and which .ones will
seem easier? (If R omits mentioning either one: And which
ones will seem more difficult? And which ones will. seek
easier?) ,

.

Suppose you are a third grade. teacher and you are intro-
, ipoing a new unit in science. One of the boys .who is a very

Ole student seems (bored and inattentive. What* would, be

your.reaction?

6. Suppose you are supervising a recess period and Mary runs
up to say that Billy is teasing her. While shs'iltalking'
to you Billy runs up and says:' "What are you tattling for?
I was only fooling." To emphasise his point he' gives. Mary
a shove and she falls to the ground. Billy runs off as he,
sees what he has done. What would you do?

7. Just before class One fall.mOrning a group of your sixth'
Axedors.is. talking with you. Ron',.heed bowed, slowly'approachel
yOu. Oblivious to the voup he looks up, at you. with. wet

eyes and says: "My dad was killed.in a hunting accident

late yesterday. I wish X'd been on this trip Kith' him."

How muld you feel and Oat Would.you sty? (Laterilf not.
covered:How*would you respond .to the interest and:con-
cern of the riot 'Of the'class?)

B. You have been very pleased with your second grade clase',.
and feel that it has been 'an outstanding group to. work With'.

It-is the end- of the school year and.you areannbuncing.tO
the group that you will be. their third grade-tea'cher next'

year. At this point Janie, whbse ragged clothes and pale,
thin face have concerned you all year,, bashfully stands 0
and ear,: "I really like' you as my teacher. .I wish you
were my mother, tool" "ghat would' be your feelings. and what
would you say to her at that Moment?
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Fifth Interview Questions

1. How do you feel about your practice teaching experience this
semester? (Note: pause for answer.)
a) Did you gain all you expected to from this experience?

2. How do you feel about your cooperating teacher? (Note:
pause for answer.)
a) In what ways is she (hot) the kind of teacher you would

most like to be?
b) In what ways is she (he) very different from the kind

of teacher you would most like to be?

3. Tell me about the children in your classroom this semester.
(If R asks "In what way?" say "In any way you wish.")

4. During your practice teaching you probably had some incidents
occur in your classroom experience with the children which
seem to stand out in your mind. Would you tell me about
one of these which was especially satisfying to you.

5. Would you tell me about another incident in your classroom
experience with the children which seemed very unsatisfactory
to you (Note: we definitely want an experience involving
children.)

6. How do you think the children felt about you as a teacher?
(Note: pause for answer.)
a) What incidents or reactions on their part led you to

think this?

7. Think of a teacher you have known whom you hold in particularly
high esteem. Describe this teacher to me so that I can under-
stand what sort of person he or she is and why you feel as
you do. (Note: if any question is raised about whether
the teacher mentioned in earlier interviews should be the
one described again, explain "We are interested in anyone
whom you now hold in particularly high esteem.")

8. Now try to think of a teacher whom you didn't like, or of
whom you feel especially critical. Describe this teacher
to me sc. that I can understand what sort of person he or she
is and why you feel as you do.

9. As a person who is planning to be a teacher, you have proably
given some thought to ideas or attitudes you would like to
develop in the children you teach, ideals that reflect your
personal convictions. Can you tell me about the most impor-
tant of these and how you think they might affect your
teaching?
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10. People are the same, in. many:ways but no two people are alike.

What are some wayi..in.which you
ways but_

from other

.pepple. (Notet..0* want.the girl's present feelings. If.

any question is raised .about what'wei 'said 'in anearlier

interviews,.: say "Were.interested. in howHyoli feel About

yourself' right now.").

-

11. If you were'echnhow granted the ability to change yoUrielP.

in.any:way.you.choose,in what ways would. you .like .to be

different from the way you are?

12. Wow about your good points? 'What helps .you. to be successful

in some of your activities?

13. You are on your way to the audio.visual room With your clears..

The children art excited about the prodpeCt'orseeingthis
particular film-, and chatter excitedly as they. go. .One child

runs ahead to hold the ..door and several: others" follow,

colliding with a teacher who proceeds to scold the children

severely. How would you handle this SitUotio.O.

14. Can you tell me of an occasion during your student teaching.

when you were rdquested 'to do or. instructed.to carry through

your close' or a child which was contrary to

your desires? How did you Teil about' it and what 'did'you

do?

15. During your practice' teaching 'experience yogi were undoubtedly

faoed with a problem of discipline. Could you describe this

situation to me, 'how you felt, and What'you.dia,

16. Imagining, that such would be possible, describe .to me as .

specifically,as you can what your ideal teaching placiMent

would be like. . ,

. .

.

17. One day after kusic class a child asks yoU to exPlain to her

what music is. *What would you say? .

18. How do you feel about the part your EdudatiOn 73-15 instructor

played in helping you to become a teacher? .
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Sixth Interview questions

We wish we could sit down with you and talk at length about

the experiences you are having this year in your first full-

time teaching. We are genuinely interested in your feelings

about it, how it is going, what it means to you, and in general- -

what it is like to change from being a student to being a teacher.

However, because we do not want to take too much of your

time, as an alternative to talking with you, we would like you

to write your answers to the questions on the following pages,

and hope that you will write as fully as possible to give us

a clear picture of your present situation as you see it. (Ade-

quate writing space was allotted for each question.)

1. Now that you are teaching full time, what aspects of your

woTk are most satisfying to you--do you enjoy the most?

Please explain.

2. What aspects of your work do you find most difficult? Please

3. What aspects of your work do you find least satisfying

(enjoy the least)? Please explain.

4. What aspects of your work are of greatest concern to you,

that is, worry you? Please explain.

5. How do you feel about the four years you spent at the

University? Now that you are a teacher, which of the

experiences that occurred in the previous four years do you

think were most valuable or helpful to you?

6. Is there anything else that you would like to share with

us? We would be glad to have any additional ideas or com-

ments that you might have.

May we again express our sincere appreciation of the

time, thought and cooperation you have given to the Teacher

Education Research Project.
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Seventh Interview Questions

We are again asking you, to write out answers to same ques-
tions, although we would much prefer, to sit down and talk with
each one of you., as we are really interested in knowing about.
.thee you are. having. .In answering the .questions on
the. following pages, we hope you will write as fully as pose- .

sible to give us a clear picture of your present situation
as you .see it. . - .

If you feel you do not have time to write all you wiih.

in answering these questions, you may keep the questionnaire
and mail it back to us.:- (Adequate writing space .was .allotted .

for each qUestion.)

1: Now 'that you are almost half way through your first year
of teaching what do you feel, for you, are the most impor-
tant functions of the teacher? .

ConSidering what you have just mentioned as being impor-
tant, how satisfied do you feel with the way things are
developing in your classroom?

3. What are some of the things that are important in helping
you decide what will be going on in your classro6m in the
next month-or so?

4. In thinking about the children in your classroom what
special concerns, if any, .do you have about them ?. Please
explain fully.

Are there children in your room who make you feel especially
good about teaching? Which ones are these? (You may use
-numbers from the class list to identify the children,rather
than writing their, names.) Pl'ase explain what it is about
them that makes you feel good.

6. Are there'children in your room who make you feel especially
-frustrated about teaching? Which, ones are these? (You
may use numbers from the class his` to identity the children
rather than writing their names.) Please explain what it
is about them that makes you feel frustrated.

7. In our interview last spring some of you expressed con-
cern about discipline. How has it worked out for you this
year? We are interested in how you are establishing a
working relationship with the children. Are you satisfied
with conditions as they are? If not, how do you hope to
improve the situation?
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8. What sorts of contacts have you had with the parents of

children in your class? How do you feel about these?
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.
Eighth intirviquoitiont

1. Now that you have nearly finished your first year of full-

time teaching, how do you feel about it?

2. Of all the things that have happened this year what exper-

iences stand out as the most rewarding?
a) In what ways were they rewarding?

b) Where there any especially rewarding experiences with

the children?

3. What were the most disappointing experiences?

a) In what ways were they disappointing?
b) Were there any especially disappointing experiences

with the children?

4. With what aspiicts of your work as a teacher do you feel

most satisfied? Why? (or) In what way?

5. With what aspects of your work as a teacher do you feel

least satisfied? Why? (or) In what way?

6. If you could start the whole
you do differently?
a) In what way would you do

b) Why?

7. How
a)

b)

year over again, what would

it differently?

do you feel about the children in your class?

As you look back does it seem to you that your thinking

about children has changed since the beginning of the

year?
In what ways?

8. Which children in your classroom appeal to you the most?

(Use class list with numbers, list numbers on face sheet.)

Why? (If S says "I like them all." say, I'm sure you do,

but we allprefer some people to others. Which ones do

you tend to prefer?)

9. Which children in your classroom appeal to you the least?

Why?

10. Are you teaching the grade you requested in your application?

a) (If no) Which grade did you request?

b) How do you feel about this particular grade?

c) What grade would you like to teach next year?

11. Were there times during the year when you felt you needed

help or advice?
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a) To whom did you go at times like this?
b) What kind of help did you need?

12. Here is a list of "subjects" or "content areas" which are

part of the curriculum of most elementary schools. (Show

face sheet where subjects are listed.) We would like you
to rank them in the order in which you enjoy teaching them.

Which one of these do you enjoy teaching the least? (Mark

this #9 on sheet.) Which one do you enjoy teaching the

most? (Mark this 01 on sheet.) If there are other subjects

in the curriculum then list those under others and include

in the ranking.
a) Why do you enjoy teaching (preferred subject)

the most?
b) What kinds of things do you do in (preferred

subject)?
c) Why do you enjoy teaching (least preferred

subject) the least?
d) What kinds of things do you do in (least

preferred subject)?

13. Now let's think about teachers. We would like you to de-
scribe the kind of teacher you would ideally like to be.

a) In what ways do you feel that you have been able to
be the kind of teacher you would like to be?

b) In what ways do you feel you have been unable to be the

kind of teacher you would like to be?
c) Why? (or) What prevented you from being this kind

of teacher?

14. We have talked a great deal about you as a teacher, but
we are also interested in you as a person. How would you
describe yourself at this point?
a) How would you like to change if you could?

b) Which of your qualities or characteristics do you value

the most? Why?

15. By this time you are probably aware that one of the dif-
ferentials in the Teacher Education Research Project was
the manner in which your Education 73-75 course was taught.

Do you feel that this experience made any difference to you
as a person or a teacher?
a) How do you feel about the observations (TERI') that

were made during this year? Were they typical of what
went on in the classroom at other times?

b) Do you have any other feelings you would like to ex-
press about being a subject in this project?
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TEACHER REPORT: TEACHER COMMUNICATION SCALE (ACTUAL)

instructions: Place a check in the space which you think de-
cribes you best as you are at the present

time.

. .YES ve s no NO

1. Some teachers can give
pupils the facts about
many things.

Am I like this?

2. Some teachers ask lots of
questions about things in
school.

Am I like this?

.

1

3. Some teachers suggest
different things so
pupils can choose for
themselves.

Am I like this?

4. Some teachers ar,- too
busy to notice when
pupils need help.

Am I like this?

5. Some teachers ask how
pupils think things
should be done.

Am I like this?

6. Some teachers tell
pupils exactly what
to do.

Am I like this?

7. Some teacheru make a
pupil feel as if they
don't like him.

Am I like this?
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- ILz es no ay........ -....

8. Some teachers Ask pupils
how they think and feel'
about things.: .

_

Am I like this?..,.

. .

. .. .

9. Some teachers let pupils
knew how they feel and
think about things.. -

Am I like this?

- -- - . .
. ... .. .. .

, .

.0, Some teachers listen to
'pupils when they want
to tell them something,-

Am I like this?'

.. .. . ...

..

1

i

_

,

..

.

. .

'

.., gap.

.

-

-. ,

ll. Someteachers can ex.
plain things clearly.

.

-

Am I like this?'

...... ....,
.

.

L2. : Some teachers' Make
pupils feel as if they
were their friend.

Am. I like this?.

.

.

:-

.

.11 V el. Am.

A.... .

C
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TEACHER

Instructions:

-145.

REPORT: TEACHER COMMUNICATION SCALE (IDEAL)

Place a check in the space that describes you
best as you would like to be, or as you hope

that you may become, sometime in the future.

YES ve s no NO

1. Some teachers can give
pupils the facts about
many things.

Do I want to be
like this?

2. Some teachers ask lots
of questions about things
in school.

Do I want to be
like this?

3. Some teachers suggest
different things so
pupils can choose for
themselves.

Do I want to be
like this?

4. Some teachers are too
busy to notice when
pupils need help.

Do I want to be
like this?

5. Some teachers ask how
pupils think things
should be done.

Do I want to be
like this?

6. Some teachers tell
pupils exactly what
to do.

Do I want to be
like this?

7. Some teachers make a
pupil feel as if they
don't like him.

Do I want to be
like this?

8. Some teachers ask pupils
how they think and feel
about things.

Do I want to be
like this?
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1

.YtS. ve s.no NO

9. Some teachevs4et pupils
know how they 'feel and..
think. about things.

Do I want to be%.
like. this? . .

. .''

_ . . . ..

0. Some teachers lister te.1.-D6
pupils when they want .

to tell them something..

Iw.intici bi"
like this? :

.

..

.

.

.

...

a
.... . ..

1. Some teachers can ex- Do I want to' be

plain things clearly. .. Uike this? .! .

2... .Some teachqrg make Do Iwant to be
pupils feel as if they like this?
were their 'friend.' . 1 .

.

_
I .

.

. .

. . .. .,

.

CD .

se
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TEACHER REPORT: CHILDREN'S COMMUNICATION SCikwE

Instructions: Place each pupil's number in the column which
you think describes him best. Rate each child
on each item.

1. Some children let you know they like you no matter what

happens.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

_ ..

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!

.. .
. .

2. Some children listen to you when you want to tell them

something.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!
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3. Scme children make you feel as. if they don't like you.

YES
Very much
like this!,

I...

. .
yes

A little bit
like this!

_ no
Not much
like this!

, .

NO
Not at all
like this!

, $

: ..

...

.

. . .

. .

.......,

. .

.. ...

...

.

.

. .....

i

Sonie children give suggestions.
. . .

,......

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

,

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!

_ . . _...

. i

.. . .

.

_

. .

- . _

*A

0

... . . .. I

$ '.

w. 0 ,

.:Some dhildren don'* answer whenyou talk to the*.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

. , .. . . .

no
Not much
like this!

.1. fto e . w.

NO
Not at all
like this!

... .. .. ..
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6. Some children ask you how you think and feel about things.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!

7. Some children tell others what they Should .do.

YES
Very much
like this!

.

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!

_

6. Some children arc always asking how things should be done.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!
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TEACHER REPORT: CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR
CHARACTERISTICS SCALE

Instructions: Presented here are some items which refer to
different aspects of children's behavior in
school. To rate a child, put his number in the
column that you think is most appropriate, the
one that describes him best. Please repeat
this procedure for each item, and please rate
each child in the class on each item.

1. Some children are good at starting games and getting things
going. They think of interesting things to do.

. .4.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!

2. Some children quarrel and argue a lot.

YES
Very much
like this!

4

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

..

NO
Not at all
like this!

o
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3. Some boys and girls are too shy to make friend,' easily.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
.- A 'little bit

like this!
no

Not much
like- this!

:

NO
Not at all
like this!

.. :

.

.

. .

. .

.

. .

,t.
. .1

. .

. .

.

,

. ,

.

. .
.

:,

.

-

.
.

.

.

. :

,

4. Some children are good at 'gamed. Theyplay them better
. ..than most children. , . .4.

YES
Very much
.like. thist._ .

ye s
A little bit

. like _this!

-n0
Not much

_ A i l c e _this I__

NO.' '..
Not, at ail
Zike ttag I.

. Is. o *ft 0 4

AMA.

. . I...

5.... Some children_are bossy.. They always .try to ..run things._ ._.

their own way.

YES.
Very. much ._
like this!

.

'yes
.....A ..little. bit

like this!
no

...... Not much
like this!

r

NO ''
Not at All.
like this!

. ...Y. Ma . . ..... . . dm!. . *1
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6. Some children are bashful and don't like to recite in class.

YES
Very.much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much

like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!

7. There are some children whom everybody likes. They have

a lot of friends.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!

8. Some children get mad easily, and lose their tempers.

YES
Very much
like this!

yes
A little bit
like this!

no
Not much
like this!

NO
Not at all
like this!
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Some boys. and girls stay out of games, and. don! t.. play. much,
with other children.

Or

YES. ,

Very- much
like this!

.. ,YAs
A Little bit
like this!

:.. %

no , .

Not mUatli :

like this!

.

NO. . . .,

Not, At, ail'

like-thit i'

'r . re, oat 40 4 . . l :ftery -.
IMMENNEMEMI

- . . ., .
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TEACHER REPORT: CHILDREN'S PERSONALITY FACTORS

Instructions: This rating instrument consists of eight per-
sonality factor scales. Each scale is repre-
sented by a series of five spaces with descriptions
at the extremes of each scale. To rate a child,
place his identification number in the space
which you think corresponds to his location on
the scale. Please rate each child in the.cl &ss
on each of the scales.

Avoid the assumption that either end of any
scale is "good" or "bad." Experience has shown
that either end of a scale can be good or bad,
depending upon the criteria against which one
is using the factor ratings.

THESE THESE THESE THESE THESE

CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN CHILDREN
ARE MOST ARE SOME- DEMONSTRATE ARE SOME- ARE MOST
LIKE THIS. WHAT LIKE THESE WHAT LIKE LIKE THIS.

THIS. TRAITS ABOUT THIS.
EQUALLY.

A.

Critical, stiff, aloof,
precise, suspicious,
rigid, reserved, cold,
prone to sulk, like to
work alone.

Warm, outgoing, sociable,
good-natured, ready to
cooperate, readily laugh,
soft-hearted, casual,
adaptable, enjoy social
recognition.
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Emotionally immature,
excitable, worrying,
gets into fights and
accidents, quitting,
evades responsibility,
changeable in attitudes
and interests.

Emotionally mature,
stable, constant in
interests, calm, realistic,
does not get into dif-
ficulties.

Submissivel.dependentr-
kindly, soft-hearted,
sensitive, easily upset,
conventional, conforming.

F.

Assertive, self-assured
independent-minded, hard,
stern, aggressive,
unconventional, rebellious.

Sober, depressed, glum,
serious, silent, intro-
spective, languid, slow,
incommunicative,
pessimistic.

Gay, talkative, enthusi-
astic, happy-go-lucky,
quick and alert, expres-
sive, optimistic.
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Undependable, demanding,
impatient, quitting,
fickle, disregard obli-
gations to people.

J

AlMli10,

Conscientious, determined,
perservering, responsible,
attentive to people and
rules.

Timid, threat-sensitive,
withdrawn, careful,
retiring in face of
opposite sex, restrained.

Adventurous, likes meeting
people, carefree, active,
overt interest in opposite
sex, impulsive.

Secure, confident,
cheerful, resilient,
expedient, vigorous,
complacent.

Worrying, discouraged,
lonely, moody, strong
sense of duty,
hypochondriacal, guilt-
prone.
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Composed, relaxed,
low tension drive.

Tense, restlet3sly dcti4e,
feel fOustridted,

.
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CHILD REPORT: TEACHER COMMUNICATION SCALE (ACTUAL)

Instructions: Will you please put a mark in the space that
tells best what kind of a. teacher you have.

YES ve s no NO

1. Some teachers give you
the.facts about many.
things.

.Is .my teacher
like this?

I

2.
..

Some teachers ask lots
of questions about
things in school.

Is ry teacher
like this?

Some -teachers. suggest
different things so y.)u
can choose for yourself.

Is my teacher
like this?

.

4. Some teachers-are too
busy to notice when
you need help.

Is my teacher
like this?

5. Some teachers ask you
how you think things
should be done.

is my teacher
like this?

6. Some teachers tell
you exactly what to
do.

Is my teacher
like this?

7. Some teachers make you
feel as if they don't
like you.

Is my teacher
like this?
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YES yes no NO

8. Some teachers ask you
how you think and feel
about things.

Is my teacher
like this?

.

9, Some teachers let you
know how they feel and
think about things

Is my teacher
like this?

, ...

0. Some teachers listen to
you when you want to
tell them something,

Is my teacher
like this?

... .. . .._.

..

. . ..

1. .Some teachers can
explain things clearly,

..:s my teacher
like this?

...

. .

4

.

.

2. Some teachers make you
feel as if they were
your friend.

---

Is my teacher
like this?

. .. . ...

, .

.

.

._ ..

ma.

.

. .

an. d
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CHILD REPORT: TEACHER COMMUNICATION SCALE (IDEAL)

Instructions: Will you please put a mark in the space that

'cells best what kind of a teacher you would

like to have.

YES yes no NO

1. Some teachers give you
the facts about many
things.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

A
.

..

2. Some teachers ask lots
of questions about
things in school.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

_

.

,._

t

3. .
Some teachers suggest
,different things so you
can choose for yourself.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

, ,

.....

4. Some teachers are too
busy to notice when
you need help.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

5. Some teachers ask you
how you think things
should be done.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

6. Some teachers tell
you exactly what to
do.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

7. Some teachers make you
feel as if they don't
like you.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

8. Some teachers ask you
how you think and feel
about things.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

.

,
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lms yes no NO

9. Some teachers let you
know/ hoii they feel and
think about things.

Would .I likr%a
teacher like
this? -. .;

,

....

.,

,

0. Some teachers listen to
you when you want to
tell them something.

Would I like a
teacher like
this?

.

.

.....

1.
.

.

Some teachers can
explain things clearly.

. .

Would I like a'
teacher like'.
this?

. .

.11

.

,

2.
_

Some teachers make you
feel as if they were
your friend.

Would I like ar
teacher like.
this? . ;...

*oh .6..0.0.

IJ
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CHILD REPORT: PEER COMMUNICATION SCALE

Instructions: After reading the sentence, please put the numbers

of the boys and girls in the boxes that you
think belong there.

1. Some children let you know they like you no matter what

happens. Who are they?

I

2. Some children listen to you when you want to tell them

something. Who are they?

3. Some children make you feel as if they don't like you.

Who are they?

4. Some children offer you ideas, but let you decide for your-

self. Who are they?
FE

f

5. Some children don't answer when you talk to them. Who are

they?
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6. Some children ask you how thin Who are they?

7. Some children tell you what you should do.' Who are the

. t

8. Some children_ask.you how you. think.things.ahould be done.

Who are they?
al/

,wmallata..

s

g

. IS.

. .

O. .

. ,

. . .. 016 .

I e .

a

410 a 0.. ala

4 le 11 . . . . . b e ,
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APPENDIX J

CHILD REPORT: PEER BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS SCALE

Instructions: After reading the sentence, please put the num-
bers of the boys and girls in the boxes that you
think belong there.

1. Which children are good at starting games and getting things

oin the ones that think of interesting thin s to do?

t. wnicn cniiaren quarrel and argue a 10T:

.

3. Who are the boys and girls that are too shy to make friends

easily?

4. Which ones are good at games; they play them better than
most children?

5. Which children are bossy; they always try to run things
their own way?

fJ 1
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6. Which children are bashful, and don't like to recite in
class? , .

;

Or ,

.1

7. Which -are the ones. that -.everybody like e ;._they.1)4v, a lot
of. friends? 4

6. -Whi6h 'children get mad the tasiests. 'ancIl4a) their verly??

9; *Who eire"the boys and girls that stay out of. Isamu; they
don't play much with the other children?
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CHILD REPORT: CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS
SCALE (ACTUAL)

YES yes no NO

1. Some children are good
at starting games and
getting things going.
They think of interest-
ing things to do.

Am I like this?
.

.

2. Some children quarrel -

and argue a lot.
Am I like this?

3. Some boys and girls are
too shy to make friends
easily.

Am I like this?

4. Some children are good
at games. They play
them better than most
children.

Am I like this?

5. Some children are bossy.
They always try to run
things their own way.

Am I like this?

....

6. Some children are bash-
ful and don't like to
recite in class.

Am I like this?

.

7. There are some children
that everybody likes.
They have a lot of

friends.

Am I like this?
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O. Some children get mad
easily, and lose their
tempers..., ,

!

e1.*

. . .

Am I like this?

.

..

4

..
. .

.

*) ' .

. . .

.

8

.

9. Sam, boys...:00 girls
stay-our at garge8; Ahd'"-"'"'''
don't play much with .

other children.N
Am. I like this?

.
. .,,_

.

I .
MIENIMI

--4

.
.

J

...

A

A

.

rt. : ;
". .

1

O. 44 11

,* "
:

.

a. 46. .
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CHILD REPORT: CHILDREN'S BEHAVIOR CHARACTERISTICS
SCALE (IDEAL).

YES yes no NO

1. Some children are good
-at-staiting games and
getting things going.
They think of interest-
ing things to do.

Do I want to be
like this?

2. Some children quarrel
and argue a lot.

Do I want to be
like this?

3. Some boys and girls are
too shy to make friends
easily.

Do I want to be
like this?

4. Some children are good
at games. They play
them better than most
children.

Do I want to be
like this?

5. Some children are bossy.
They always try to run
things their own way.

Do I want to be
like this?

6. Some children are bash-
ful and don't like to
recite in class.

Do I want to be
like this?

7. There are some children
that everybody likes.
They have a lot of
friends.

Do I want to be
like this?

_

8. Some children get mad
easily, and lose their
tempers.

Do I want to be
like this?

1



. Z

),; na NO

9. .Some .boys.:and girls Do I want to La
stay.tKit-of -games,
and don't play much with
other children.' cr .. :

I .
.

.

.1.
.

S
t

.

1r
I. a

f s . r1 e a . .6 is ow .

I

. .t t
. . t

II* I

Y. I

.40

.

I

. 5.5

*.;

- .
Ii
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CHILD REPORT: SCHOOL ATTITUDE SCALE

Instructions: Will you please put a mark in the space that tells

best how you feel.

YES ve s no N

1. I enjoy most of the
things I do in school.

Do you feel like
this?

2.

..

I don't like some of
the things we study
in school.

_ .

Do you feel like

this?

.

.

3. I like to work hard
in school.

Do you feel like
this?

_

$. I would like to move
to another classroom
if I could.

Do you feel like
this?

5. It is fun to learn :the

things we study in

school.

Do you feel like
this?

6. I am glad to be in this
class.

Do you feel like

this?

7. Sometimes I feel like

staying away from

school.

Do you feel like

this?

8. Everything we do in

School is interesting
to me.

Do you feel like
this?
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YES yes no NO

9. I think school is a
waste of time.

. .

Do you feel like
this?

, .

O. 'Learning. is lust a ,

lot of hard work.
DO ,you :feel like
this?. .

. w,

1. I don't like all the
: hard work . we have 'in

school. :

Do you feel like
this?

. . ...

.

..e...
...

4

,

..

P.-

1. Learning new things
is a lot like a game.

Do you feel like ..
this?

. ;...

i

. -....".

. ... ..

. ;

** Ode

I

: I



APPENDIX M

CHILD REPORT: PEER CHOICE RATING

Sociometric Card Sort Directions

I. Introduction: "I would like to find out which children

in your room you like to play with. I have some cards with

the (NAMES) (pictures) of the children in your room on them.

We are going to sort these (NAMES) (pictures) so that you

can tell me whether you like to play with these children

or not." The children will look at each card and sort it

as instructed.

II. Sort 1: "If you like to play with these children whose
(NAME) (pictures) you see, place them on top of the BIG

YES envelope. If you do not like to play with these children

whose (NAMES) (pictures) you see, place them on top of the

BIG NO envelope." (The BIG YES envelope should be on the

left, the BIG NO envelope on the right.) "Now move the BIG

NO envelope way up in the corner of your desk away from

you.

III. Sort 2: "Now you have a BIG YES and a LITTLE YES envelope.

NOW71Fese are the (NAMES) (pictures) of the children you

said you like to play with. Maybe there are some of the

children in this group that you especially like to play with,

or that you like to play with more. I want you to look at

these (NAMES) (pictures) again. For the children you espe-
cially like to play with, place them on top of the BIG YES

envelope, and for the others place them on top of the LITTLE

YES envelope. Look at them one at a time and then place

them on the BIG YES pile--especially like to play with- -

or on the LITTLE YES pile--like to play with. Place all

of the (NAMES) (pictures) in the two envelopes." (When

this sort is finished, turn in the three envelopes.)
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